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Foreword
Under contract with the Office of Public Transportation Operations, Department ofTransportatlon,
State of Florida, the Center for Urban Transportation Research (CUTR) has conducted a
performance evaluation of Florida's fixed-route trans~ systems based on data from federallyrequired Section 15 reports, which are submitted to the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) for
each fiscal year by systems receiving Section 9 funding. Section 15 reports are the best single
source of data for reviewing transit system performance because the data are standardized,
undergo extensive review, and are the result of a substantial data collection and reporting
process by the transit systems. Some Section 15 data are used by FTA and by states and
localities for calculating formulae for the allocation of funding to transit systems. As a result, the
data are extremely important to transit agencies.
According to Florida Statute 341.071(3), each public transit provider in Florida must publish a
number of performance and productivity measures in its respective local area newspapers each
year. For this particular task of the Performance Evaluation Study, CUTR collected these
newspaper articles and/or other published materials for fiscal year 1993 from each transit
agency. The published data were compared with data from the agencies' individual Section 15
reports to determine if any differences existed between the data reported in these two sources,
and potential explanations for those differences.
CUTR would like to thank FOOT and each of the Individual transit systems for their cooperation
and assistance in the preparation of this report.

Center for Urban Transporlalion Research
University of South Florida
Telephone:
(813) 974-3120
Project Director: Steven E. Polzin
Project Managers: Victoria A. Perk
Joel R. Rey
Michael R. Banes
Project Staff:
David Gillett
Nilgun Kamp

Florida Department of Transporlalion
Office of Public Transporlation Operations
Public Transit Offtce
Mail Station 26
605 Suwannee Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0450
Telephone: (904) 488-7774
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I.

Introduction

Rapid growth in Florida has resulted in increased attention to public transit as a potential solution
to the ever-increasing transportation problems in the state. Along with the increased emphasis
on public transit comes the necessity to assess the effectiveness and efficiency of transit
systems. Florida legislation requires the Florida Department of Transportation (FOOT) and
Florida's transit systems to develop and report performance measures. Specifically, Florida
Statute 341 .071(3) states: "Each public transit provider shall publish in the local newspaper of
its area the productivity and performance measures established for the year and a report which
provides quantitative data relative to the attainment of established productivity and performance
measures.'' It should be noted that the statute does not specify the source from which the data
to be published should be collected.
In addition to this statute, FOOT issued a document detailing its administration and management
of the State Public Transit Block Grant Program. Effective December 4, 1992, the document
included an attachment that outlined FDOrs additional requirements for the reporting of transit
performance measures. One of the requirements specified the use of Section 15 reported data
for the published productivity and performance measures. Also, it was mandated that the
systems report data for the current fiscal year just completed as well as for the prior year, thus
resulting in the publication of two years' worth of data in the newspaper. A table indicating those
specific measures which must be included in the published advertisements was also provided;
this table as well as a copy of the Block Grant Program document can be found in Appendix A.
Finally, Appendix B contains Exhibit "C" of the State Block Grant Program that sets forth, among
other requirements, the dates by which transit agencies must comply when publishing the
performance reports in a local newspaper within its area of operation .
The primary purposes of this report were to verify that the transit systems complied with the
legislation and to compare the published performance measures with those reported in the
systems' Section 15 reports. The articles from the transit systems, as well as any other
published materials for fiscal year 1993, were collected by CUTR. The published information
was compared to the data from the individual agencies' 1993 Section 15 reports. The effort
found that 18 of the 20 public transit providers in Florida did publish an advertisement in local
newspapers detailing performance measures for 1993. Publication dates for all the
advertisements ranged from February 1994 to January 1995, with most of the transit systems
publishing in May 1994. The only transit systems that did not publish an advertisement were
Gainesville's Regional Transit System and the Tri-County Commuter Rail Authority (Tri-Rail}.
Since Tri-Rail is not a block grant recipient, ft did not need to comply with this directive. As a
result, 19 of the 20 systems were included for review in this report.
Tables 1 through 22 present the performance data that each transit agency published in its
respective local newspaper, as well as the corresponding Section 15 data. For each indicator
and measure, the column labeled "Published" notes the data as it appeared in the newspaper
advertisement. A "DNP" (signifying "did not publish") was used In the cases where a system did
3

not publish data for an indicator or measure required by the specifications in FOOT's Block Grant
Program. The "Section 15" column lists the figures for the same indicators and measures drawn
directly from the validated FY 1993 Section 15 reports. The last column in each table indicates
the difference between the published data and the Section 15 data for each indicator and
measure. Included with the table for each transit system is a brief discussion of any differences
in the data, and the possible sources of those differences.
It should be pointed out that the Section 15 data were adjusted, when possible, to include the
same modes that were contained in the published data for comparative uniformity. For some
of the systems, different modes were used to calculate each of the indicators or measures, so
it was necessary to utilize the same modes when the comparable information was extracted from
the Section 15 reports. All comparisons were made relative to the validated Section 15 data,
which were assumed to be correct.
CUTR did not investigate the differences beyond what could be deduced from the given data.
It is possible that reasonable explanations for differences in data could have been identified by
meeting with agency staff. However, this was beyond the scope of the effort. Nevertheless, in
some cases, it was necessary to contact several of the systems for clarification purposes.

II.

Findings

According to FOOT's Public Transit Block Grant Program document, systems are required to
publish six performance indicators. five effectiveness measures, and eight efficiency measures.
The specific indicators and measures are shown underlined in Table A-1 of Appendix A . As
noted previously, it was found that of the 19 systems reviewed for this study, 18 of them
published data for the required indicators and measures. Gainesville's Regional Transit System
(RTS) was the only system that did not comply. It was reported by RTS that it had not yet
complied with Florida Statute 341.071(3) because the system had not received the concurrence
letter from the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) that concludes the validation process for
Section 15 data. RTS indicated that once it receives the concurrence letter, it will comply with
the directive and publish the appropriate information in a newspaper of local interest for
consumption by the general public.
FOOT also mandates that the required performance indicators and measures are reported for
two fiscal years: the most current fiscal year just completed, which for this study is FY 1993, and
the previous fiscal year. All but two of the 18 systems that published advertisements complied
with this requirement; Palm Beach County Transportation Authority and Pasco County Public
Transportation Service both only published data for the 1993 fiscal year. Additionally, only one
of the systems that published advertisements did not meet FOOT's requirement that each system
report the days and hours that its service is available: Sarasota County Area Transit.
Based on the comparative analyses completed for this study, it was shown that several systems
deviated from Section 15 data for the same measures. For example, while other data would
4

match the Section 15 report exactly, measures. suc~..as the average age of the fleet, revenue
· miles per total vehicles, passenger trips per capita, revenue hours per employee, and passenger
trips per employee would be somewhat different.
There were a number of errors and inconsistencies in the published data that seemed to be
common to several systems. These include:
reporting the incorrect measure: for example, a few systems reported revenue miles
. as route miles;
including some combination of local, state, and federal subsidies in the calculation of
operating revenue;
rounding differences:
using 1g94 Instead of 1993 as a base year for calculating the average fleet age;
utilizing different service area population estimates;
utilizing different numbers of employee equivalents (FTEs) or using the number of
actual employees in place of FTEs;
utilizing different numbers of total vehicles or using the number of peak vehicles to
represent total active fleet; and
inconsistency of modes included acr6ss all indicators and measures (as well as mixing
modes in the calculation of effectiveness and efficiency measures).
A few of the systems stated that the origin of the published data was a source other than the
Section 15 report, such as Palm Beach County Transportation Authority, which used data from
its 19g3 Florida Transit Management, Inc., Report of Operations. Overall, however, the transit
systems did use their Section 15 reports as a primary source in reporting performance indicators
in the newspaper advertisement for the interested general public.
To ensure the transit system's credibility and a better understanding of the system's performance
by transit users and other interested citizens, consistency In the reported data across
advertisements should be encouraged. Such consistency may be achieved through the use of
validated Section 15 data and standardized definitions of performance indicators and measures
when publishing information for the general public.

5

Metro-Dade Transit Agency
Table 1 presents the data published in the newspaper by the Metro-Dade Transij Agency
(MOTA), as well as the coinciding data from their 1993 Section 15 report. Unless otherwise
noted in the table, the data presented are system totals. MOTA provides directly-operated
motorbus (Metrobus), heavy rail (Metrorail), and automated guideway (Metromover) services.
The system also contracts for motorbus and demand-response service. As required, MOTA
published data for FY 1992 along with the FY 1993 measures. The focus of this report,
however, is on the data from FY 1993. The newspaper advertisement used in the analysis was
published on March 18, 1994, in the Miami Herald.
With regard to the performance measures published by MOTA, only five of them matched
Section 15 data exactly: route miles, operating revenue, revenue miles between roadcalls,
revenue hours per employee, and passenger trips per employee. However, many of the
measures differed by relatively large amounts. For example, passenger trips was published as
88.829,795, while, according to MOTA's Section 15 data, this amount should have been
92,950,568. This is a measured difference of 4,120,773. In addition, according to the most
updated Section 15 data, revenue miles should have been 45,871,491 , but was published as
41,191,682; a difference of 4,679,809 miles.
Other differences in the data occurred in vehicle miles per capita, passenger trips per capita, and
operating expense per capita. These differences appear to be due to, among other factors, the
use of a population measure other than the service area population of 1,735,000 indicated in the
Section 15 report.
In addition, a value of 22,707 revenue miles between incidents was reported in the newspaper
advertisement (system total excluding purchased motorbus), while, according to Section 15 data
for like modes, the figure should have been 22,651 revenue miles between incidents; this results
in a difference of 56 miles.
There were other marked differences in the data, as well. As noted previously, the published
value for revenue miles was more than four million miles less than the number of system total
revenue miles from the Section 15 data. Another large discrepancy is the 201 vehicle difference
between the published number of vehicles operated in maximum service and the number from
the Section 15 report. The potential causes of these differences could not be determined.
Lastly, when calculating revenue miles per total vehicles for the purpose of Section 15 reporting,
it appears that MOTA utilized, in addition to an incorrect figure for revenue miles, a different
number for total fleet vehicles. The source of the erroneous figures used in the calculation of
this measure could not be determined. As a result, this led to an overestimate of 9,186 miles
for this particular measure.

6

.Table.1.

MetrO::oai:ie Transit Agency

INDICATOR

PUBUSHED

SECTIO~

Passenger Trip$

88,829,795

92.95M~8

-.4,120,77$

RE-\'enue Miles

41,191,682

45,87t .491

-.4,670,809

1,529.90

1.!29.90

0

TO!al Opera.tf'lg EXpet~se

$2f9,503,092

S219_,503,o9a

$64,280,433

•••

Operating Revenue

$64,280,433

$0

Vchele$ OpC:r.lttd in M&xi'num service

989

1.190

·201

15

DIFF£REN<:E

1993 PERr'ORII!ANCE INDICATORS

Rout8 Milo$

1

1993 ErFtCTIVENESS MEASURES

Velide MilK per Capita

22.91

29.15

·6.24

4S..Q6

53.57

·8.11

AV«3'1J& Age <l4 Fleet (ye~f$) :

7.$6

7.85

0.01

Revenue Wile$ Bett~een II\Ciden1s l

22,707

22.651

58

Revenue Mlles Between RosdcallS •

1,583

1,583

0

Operating ecper.se per Capl!a

$112.34

$128.51

·S14.17

OJIQratlng Expense per Pa.s&engGr Trip

$2.'17

$ 2.3$

$0.11

SS.33

$4.79

$0.54

YIA3%

37.65%

·0.22%

4t,399

32,2t 3

9,188

Pe~ngec

TrlpG pes capita

1593 t:HICIENCY MEASURES

Operating Bcpense per Revenue Mile
Operating Revenue per OPil:ratlng Expense

5

Revsrwe Mile$ per TOilll Yehi:lt"S
ReveiUJe Hours per Emptoyee t

Pnsenger Trips per EmpiO'fee ,
Average Fare

1

...

•••

34.446

34,4<1&

•

$0.71

$0.68

$0.0<3

0

199i. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
P~Menger Trips
Revenue Miles

73,407,881

73,505,188

·97,327

33,623.005

3:3,907,869

·284,884

Route MJes'

1,592.00

1,$42.80

. 5(>,80

Tota! Operating Expen~

$176,()-G7,620

$176,015,319

SS2.301

Opcr;~ng

$56,7t!G,171

$56,7&$,171

$0

990

1,160

·17()

19.12

22.07

-2.95

38.94

42.!7

·5.43

7.$7

7,67

0

25,o78

25,07$

0

2,241

2.241

0

Operallng Expense per Capita

$88..60

$ 101.45

Operating Expense per Pa&sen~ Trip

$2.40

$2.39

$0.01

Opomti~

$5.24

$S.19

so.os

Operating Revenue per Op~ling Expense$

35.60\;

35.18%

0.42%

RcYOOoe Miles per To&al Velie~&

37,111

26.043

11.05$

Revenue tfoor& per El'l1'1oyeet

e:l5

Re'Yenue

Vehides Operaled in Meximum Sei'Yice
1992 EFFEC TTVENE;SS MEASUHJ:;S

Velie'S Mile& per

Ct~!Xt;:l

Passenger Trip$ P8' Capila
AYCS<)gC Age o1 Flee. (years)t
Re\'enoe Mles Be;twc&n rr.c!4'en~$
4

Revenue Mile$ Between Roadcalls
19n HFICIENCY MEASURES

Expense per Revenue Mile

PassenQE!f' Trip& per EmpiO'JM,
Avtf'a~ Fare'

...

32.,817

32.8t 7

$0,75

$0.75

4

$12.85

0

..

•

• exclude& ~ratr<!IMit dala
' «~tcludc& purdi.,$Cd m010:t)us and peratranslt

) CKclucte~ purChased mOiorbU&
' exc:tu~s purchased motorbu&, matrora'i, mcltomover, ~md paratrans~
~ e.xdUOe$ parab'al'l$ll.,nd huui:ane-rela.ted purcha&e:f motofbU$
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Broward Transit Division
Table 2 presents the data for the Broward Transit Division (BCT), which reported FY 1992 and
FY 1993 data for directly-operated motorbus service in its published newspaper advertisement,
which appeared in the June 6, 1994, edition of the Miami Herald.
In examining the data contained in the table, the first notable difference between the data BCT
published in its advertisement for FY 1993 and the data in its FY 1993 Section 15 report involves
the population measure. In its published advertisement, BCT indicated a population estimate
of 1,317 ,512. As noted in the advertisement, BCT obtained this population figure from the
Bureau of Economic and Business Research (BEBR) located at the University of Florida. This
population figure represents the population of Broward County, as estimated by BEBR. The
service area population reported in BCT's FY 1993 Section 15 report was 1,293,517. This
measured difference of 23,995 persons had a slight effect on several measures that used the
population estimate as the denominator in their calculation. Specifically, these measures
included vehicle miles per capita, passenger trips per capita, and operating expense per capita.
As a result of this difference in the estimation of population, each of these measures was slightly
underreported in the published advertisement. This accounted for the differences in these
measures between the Section 15 data and the data contained in the published advertisement.
As was found in the performance reporting investigation of the 1992 Perfonnance Evaluation of
Florida Transit Systems study, most of the data reported by BCT in the published advertisement,
despite some miscalculations, originated from its Section 15 report. However, in examining the
data closely, the same miscalculations were again uncovered. For example, in calculating route
miles, BCT again failed to include directional route miles on controlled access right-of-way.
Consequently. instead of specifying 625.30 route miles as recounted in their Section 15 report,
they incorrectly indicated 611 . Also, the operating revenue figure of $10,695,876 appearing in
the published advertisement only included passenger fare revenues and special transit fares.
In addition to these fare revenues, operating revenue should have included the auxiliary
transportation revenues and certain non-transportation revenues found in the Section 15 report.
Therefore, while the operating ratio of operating revenue per operating expense is correct given
BCT's published operating revenue figure, the small difference of 2.39 percent when comparing
these measures results from the difference in the computation of operating revenue.
Furthermore, according to Seclion 15 data. the total number of vehicles in BCT's motorbus fleet
is 189. This value was used to arrive at the figure of 46.346 for revenue miles per total vehicles.
However, when attempting to duplicate the figure contained in the advertisement for this measure
(42, 113), it seems that BCT did not apply either the total number of vehicles in their motorbus
fleet (189) or the number of vehicles operated in maximum service (166). The source of the
figure used in this calculation could not be determined. As a result, this led to an underestimate
of 4,233 for this particular measure. Finally, it was determined that the modest difference of
$0.02 in average fare was due to rounding.
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, · ·.:l:•ble.2 ,,.,
Broward Transit Division
PUBLISHED

secnoN 1s

DIFFERENCE

PopuBtion

1.317,512

1,2&3,517

2$.995

Passenger Ttips

21,318,713

2\.318,713

0

Revenue Miles

8,759,447

8,75~.447

0

Route Mtes

611.00

625.30

-14.30

Total OpMtting E>cpet~$e

SS8,89S,076

$3&,893,076

$0

OpernUn; RC"Yer.ue

$10,695,876

SH.576,701

Vehldes Operated in Maxfoom SG:tVice

16e

,

0

7.22

7. 35

..0.13

16.16

16.48

·0.30

6 .48

6.4!)

0

Revenue Mtes BetweGfl lneid'enl$

12,713

12.713

0

R6'\'enue M'OOs SG'tWccn Ro;dcafts

5.180

5,180

0

Opera!ing ExpeMe I* caplla

$28.00

$2.$.52

-$0.52

Operating ExpGr'l$8 Pl!f Pll$$41'1~t T dp

$1.73

$ 1,73

$0

Opera1ing Expor.te per ftevet~ue Mile

$4.'21

$4.2 \

$0

O&er81ing Revenue per Operating ~nsc

28.9':1%

31.58%

-2.39%

Revenue Miles par Tob)l VehiCles

4.2,113

48,34e

·4 ,233

INDICATOR
Hl<JJ PERFURMANCl:: INUICATORS

..

-$880.~25

1:teJ: EFFECTIVENESS rllfOASURCS

Vehlde

Mile~

Passen9e1

per Capita

per capl!a

Tr~

Avtt<t!Jie Age~

Fl~

(ye&IS)

t99l CFFICIENCY MEASURES

Revenue Hours per Emplo'{Ee
P.1$senger TC'Ips

~r

Employee

Aver99e Fare
1 ~92 PE~fORII\ANC E

INDICATORS

.,.

.,.

32,798

32,798

0

$0.50

$0.48

$0.02

0

•

POJ)UI8!lon

1.294.090

1,337.000

-42,910

Pas~nger Tr~

19,971,631

19,911,631

0

Reve-nue Mte&

&.728.13$

8,724,138

0

Routo Mile$

607.00

620.30

- 13.30

Total ~ra1ing Extcn:;e

$3$,74l.251S

$36,152,737

$2,590.519

Oterating A.t•l$'lue

$9,922,599

,

$10,376,187

-$45,,588

155

0

7.28

7;05

P3$scnger T!'i(::ls per Cap~a

15.43

14.94

Averaae Aqe d Fleet (yo~rs)

7-05

8A2

0.63

R~ve Mlles ~~~een Incident$

.....

12. 560

·1,254

3,6&4

0

Operati~ ElqleNe pe.r Capita

S29.94

$27.04

$-2.90

Operating Ex¢nse per Passenger t:riP

$1.94

$ 1.81

$0.13

Opera6ng Expense per Reverwe Mile

$·'.44

$4.14

$0.30

Opetaltng Revanl.l$ pe:r Opcra~g E)(pense

25.81%

28.70%

·3.09%

39,494

46,180

-8,888

1,120

-172

SO,Q78

35,870

-$.502

$0.49

$0.48

$0.01

Vehicles

O~rated tl

Maximum setvic:e

..

1'J'92 EFFECTIVENESS !llEASURES

Vehlde Ml e& pel C~ta

Revenue Mi'os Between Roadcalls

11,308

....
0.23

1992 EFFICIENCY MEASURES

RevGtlue Mles per T01a1Vehic:IO$
Re-.oenue Hoot$ t<:;r Employee
Pa&senger Trips per
A'o'Ef'8ge Fare

E~loyee

...
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Jacksonville Transportation Authority
In its published newspaper advertisement, as required, the Jacksonville Transportation Authority
(JTA) published data for both FY 1992 and FY 1993 only for its directly-operated motorbus
service. The published newspaper advertisement appeared in the Florida Times Union (exact
date was unavailable). Data for the directly-operated automated guideway and purchased
demand-response service were omitted. Table 3 presents data obtained from the FY 1993
published newspaper advertisement in conjunction with the data from the FY 1g93 Section 15
report. Except in a few cases, as indicated in the table, the data in the published advertisement
were taken directly from JTA's Section 15 report.
As shown in Table 3, the figure for operating revenue was underreported by $463,921. It is
believed that this discrepancy results from the presence of some automated guideway
transportation and/or non-transportation funds that could not be broken ou1 of the system total
figures presented in JTA's Section 15 report form 203. Unfortunately, only passenger fare
revenue for the automated guideway mode could be separated from total operating revenue
given the breakdown of the data on the form. JTA's access to a complete distribution of
operating funds by mode allowed them to provide a published figure that actually included only
directly-operated motorbus data.
For the measure revenue miles between incidents, it was not evident whether the data came
from JTA's Section 15 report or another source. JTA published a figure of 155,154 for revenue
miles between incidents. However, according to their Section 15 data, the value for that same
measure should have been 89,266. Since the number of revenue miles matched the Section
15 data exactly, a different number of incidents must have been used in the calculation that was
published in the newspaper for this particular measure.
Also, when examining the measures passenger trips and revenue hours per employee, there
were slight differences between the published values and those in JTA's Section 15 report of 740
trips and 35 hours, respectively. After careful examination of JTA's Section 15 report, it was
determined that JTA used actual number of employees (430) instead of the number of FTEs
when calculating these measures, therefore, explaining the difference in these measures.
Finally, the difference of 503 for the measure revenue miles per total vehicles was generated by
JTA's utilization of a combined fleet consisting of the total number of directly-operated motorbus
and automated guideway vehicles (162) and not the total number of vehicles in its motorbus fleet
as specified in its Section 15 report. Interestingly, JTA's advertisement stated that all of the
published measures and indicators were derived using data for directly-operated motorbus only.
Several other measures varied by meager amounts. Specifically, the measure average age of
fleet differed by one-hundredth of a year and the measure vehicle miles per capita differed by
three-tenths of a point. These differences were presumably the result of rounding.
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Table 3

Jacksonville Transportation Authority
INDICATOR

PUBLlSH!D

SECTION 1$

DIFFERENCE

1993 PERFORIIIANCE INDICATORS

Passenger Trips

!;i.621.9·1 ~

9.621,911

0

Re•.-enue Miles

6,516.~ 50

8,518,450

0

R¢Ule Miles

1,163.00

0

T<rn\'1 Opetan'lg ExpMse

1,163.CO
$20,090,294

$20,090,294

$0

Operatklg Revenue

ss,14!,ne

$.5,605,697 \

--!4S3,~21

Vetic~s

13S

13S

0

Vehlo:e Mllee per Capita

8,49

$.79

-<),31)

P"Mtlgtr T~ per Capi!a

12.54

12.54

0

Average A~ ot Fleet (Yean}

6.<15

6A8

.0.01

R.e•.-enoe Milu BetNcen l.rtcklen1&

.....

69,266

6S,888

6,596

0

Operated in Maximum Service

~9Sl EFFF.CTIVF.N ESS MEASURES

Rever~ue M'les
~993

setNeen Road<:ab

165,154

EFFICIENCY h1EASURES

Operating

Expen~ per

Capla

..

$28.18

$28.18

Operati'lg Expe.ns.t ~r Pa$$enger Ttip

$2.09

Operathg Expense ~r Revenue Mile

$3.08

$2.09
$3.08

25.59%

27.90%

·2.31%

40,225

40.728

-503

1,053

1,018

3S

Pa&$Ct198f' Trill$ pl!f' EmplOyee

22,377

2 t,637

740

Average Fare

$0.46

$0.4$

so

Opcwti'lg

Re~nue per Operating EXpet~se

Re·tenue Mles per TOlat Velic:les

Re>tenue Hours per

~loyee

$0

so

1992 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Psss.enQW Trips
Re-.•enue Mtes

9,S86,116

9,665,118

0

8,321,182

8,321,162

0

Rou~ Milt:$

1.163

1.163

0

$ 19,315.558

$19,315,556

so

$S,009,163

$5,3$9,920 I

...$360,757

134

134

0

Vehicle Mles pet capna

9.29

13.82

9.29
13.82

0

P~;:senger

Average Age of Faeet {year$}

7.17

7.18

·0.01

Revenl.'ft fillies Bei\I.'Een Incidents

12$.C03

74,370

64,833

Revenl.'ft Miles Be~>een Roadcalls

6,00S

5 ,001

0

Operaijng Expcn54 per Cal)lta

S27.85

$27.85

Operatl:lg Expense per Passenger Trip

$2.02

$2.02

Operatilg Expense per Reven~.~t M!le

$3.06

53.06

$0

Operating Revenve PQr Otlor0'1ing Expcn.se

2e.OO%

27.0$% \

-1,0 5%

Rf3\ICNJO Miles. l)er Tolal Vehicles

39,510

2,352

RC\ICI'IIIO HO!Il'$ per Emptoyee

4 U 62
1,021

1,021

0

~$.$enger Trips per EmpiO')•ee

22,035

22,010

2S

SOA7

$0.46

$0.(1.1

Tolal

C>--~raltng

Expel'l$6

Operallng Re'lef'lue

Vehicles Operated in M;uc:imvm
1~_,7.

~

H._,ECTIVENESS MEASURES

Trips. r:er capu

1992 EJ'FICICNCY IIIEASURES

Avetage Fare

0

..
so

lndJJdes data for di$e1fy-operatecS motorbUs and automated guideway
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Hillsborough Area Regional Transit
Table 4 shows the data obtained from the published newspaper advertisement as well as the
values for the same indicators taken directly from the Hillsborough Area Regional Transit (HART)
system FY 1993 Section 15 report. The newspaper advertisement also contained data for FY
1992. As indicated in Table 4, some of the data published in the newspaper advertisement by
HART originated from its FY 1993 Section 15 report. The published newspaper advertisement
is dated June 2 , 1994, and appeared in the Tampa Tribune.
The figure published by HART for operating expense was $21 ,963,395. This amount was
$1,301 ,0751arger than the $20,662,320 shown for the Section 15 data. This difference was due
to HART's inclusion of interest expense and lease and rental expenses in this figure (which are
not included when calculating total operating expense from Section 15 data for purposes of the
Performance Evaluation Study). Again, as in FY 1992, HART elected to publish operating
expense in this manner. This difference affected operating expense per capita, operating
expense per passenger trip, and operating expense per revenue mile, which were all slightly
inflated in the published newspaper advertisement, as shown in Table 4.
The figure for vehicle miles per capita seems to have been understated in the published data.
Since the measure passenger trips per capita corresponds to the data from the Section 15 report
(as does passenger trips), it is feasible that the population estimate used was the same as that
in the Section 15 data. Thus, it is possible that a slightly different figure for vehicle miles than
the one from the FY 1993 Section 15 report was used in the calculation of the measure vehicle
miles per capita that appeared in the newspaper advertisement.
The average age of the fleet was reported in the newspaper advertisement to be 9.10 years.
However, according to the data in the FY 1993 Section 15 report, the average age of the fleet
should have been 8.77 years. It is unclear how HART arrived at the published figure of 9.10
years. Similarly, the reason for the difference in the measure revenue miles per total vehicles
is also unclear, especially since the revenue mile figures were identical. It is expected that the
measure published in the newspaper was calculated using a different number of vehicles
available for maximum service than that indicated in the Section 15 report.
In the newspaper advertisement, operating revenue per operating expense was reported as
22.00 percent. However, given the figures HART published for both operating revenue and
operating expense, this ratio should have been reported as 22.30 percent. This 0.3 difference,
it appears, may be accounted for by rounding. As noted above, the published operating expense
was overreported; since, Section 15 data indicated a value of 23.71 percent for this measure.
As a result, an accurate comparison of the values for operating revenue per operating expense
was not feasible due to the overrepresentation of operating expenses in the newspaper
advertisement.

12

Finally, the measures for revenue hours per employee and passenger trips per employee were
underreported in the published advertisement. It appears that a different number of FTEs, other
than that reported in the Section 15 report, were used in these computations. In HART's 1993
Section 15 report, 415.5 total FTEs were noted:·According to the published values for these two
measures, HART utilized a denominator of 450 in the calculation of these measures. As was
the case for JTA, it is possible that the 450 figure represents actual persons at HART instead
of FTEs. However, this cannot be conclusively determined from any of the available data,
Section 15 or othe!Wise.
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Table 4
Hillsborough Area Regional Transit
INDICATOR

PUBLISHED

SECTION 15

DIFFERENCE

9;427,128

9,427, 128

0

Revenue MiltS

5,263,870

5,2&3.670

0

Rouo:e M:les

1 ,457.50

1,457.50

0

To~.<~t

$."21,9$).~95

SZ<M6U20

$1,301.075

Operallog Revenue

$4,898,82.4

$4,8'&8,824

$0

Vehi¢1&s O&elltle<f in Maxrn-.um ServiCe

133

1:13

0

Vehicle Miles pet Capita

6.31

7.15

·0.84

Passet~ger Trips j)er C${)ita

11. 30

11.30

0

AvetJ9e Age of Fleet (ytJrS)

&.10

8.77

0 .33

2 1,055

0

2,&'31

2.931

0

Operating Expense pet Capita

$26.33

$2-4, 77

$1.$6

Os:>era:ing Expel'l$e per PMW'19t' Tfl:>

$2. 33

$2.19

$0.14

Op~,., ~ilg

E.xpcn;e per Revenue Mile:

$4.17

$3.93

$0.24

Opera tr~g

Revenue per Operali~ ExpeMe

2.2.00~

23.7 1%

· 1.71%

29, 738

32.698

· 3, 160

788

853

20.94$

22.&$9

••

$0.47

$0.47

$0

Passen9tr Trips

8,323,705

8,323,705

0

Ae·~enoe Mie&

5,630.683

s,630,e83

0

RQUle Milt$

1,468.70

1,468.70

0

$"21.288,662

$20,964,220

$324,<4412

$$.0 13,973

$5.013,973

$0

133

1~

0

7.78

-0 .98

9.98

9.98

0

Avera!l4J Ago of F1ce1 (year$)

7.:>0

7.93

·0.63

Revet~ue Miles

BetWeen loc:ldenl6

17.8 75

17.815

0

Revenue Mr.s

8etw~ Road~ll$

1,949

1,949

0

.....

$25.14

$0,38

$2.52

$0.04

Operating Expense pez R.ovonuo We

$l.78

$3.72

S0.06

Operating Re...e-., ue per Operating Expense

24.00%

23.92%

0 .0$%

3 1,145

30,938

207

1,070

·12 1

19<JJ PERfORMANCE INDICATORS
~nen.ger

Trips

Operatir19 Expcn;e

1993 HFECTIVENESS MCASURCS

Revenue Miles Berween ln::ldents
BetY~Wn

Revenue Mile$

Roadc:alls

' 21,055

199 3 UF!C ICNCY MEASURES

Re...et~ue

Mres per Tolal VehiCle$

Revenue HOurs
Pa.ssen~

~~

Empioyee

TriP'$ pes Emplo'(ee

Average Fare

-1.740

1'3n f'ERFOHMANC.O INDICATORS

T¢!;~1 Operating
Opera~.ng

Expense

Revenue

VeT!ioiu Ol)e(ate<l in Maximum Service
1'392 HHCTIVENESS M[ASUR($
Vehl:c\e Miles per Capil;,
Pas~ger

Trips per Ca;plta

....

1992 EffiCIENCY 1\\(ASURES

Operatn g Expense per Capita
Operating Exper.se Ptf'

R6'\l'er.ue Mile$

()(ft

PN.en~W TriP-

Totol Ythitles

Revenue How s pet Employee
Passenger Ttfps oer Employee
AY~oli9C

14

F;uo

$25.52

...

20.706

23,401

SO.Sl

$0,51

..

· 2,695

Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority
The 1993 data for Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority (PSTA) are shown in Tables 5 and 6.
Table 5 presents the data from 111e adveftisei'i\ent published in accordance with Florida Statute
341.071(3) and Table 6 shows data from an annual report distributed as an advertising insert
that PSTA published separately from its Section 15 data. The notational method used by PSTA
to differentiate between what modes were used to deriVe certain figures In its published
newspaper advertisement caused confusion when attempting to decipher the data contained in
the advertisement for comparison to Section 15 data. As a result, it was assumed that, for the
purpose of this report, PSTA reported system total data (for both 1992 and 1993), which includes
directly-operated motorbus and directly-operated and purchased demand-response service, for
all measures unless stipulated otherwise. The published advertisement appeared in the Sl.

Petersburg Times on March 27, 1994.
One disparity evident in Table 5 is the considerable difference in operating revenue.

In

analyzing PSTA's FY 1993 Section 15 report, it is apparent that the system utilized this data to
compute the published operating revenue figure; however, local subsidy, as well as state and
federal subsidies, were also included In the total. In this case, strictly-defined operating revenue
for PSTA's modes, as determined from the Section 15 report, should have been $5,117,491.
This discrepancy, in turn, affected the operating revenue per operating expense measure, which
differed significantly: 99.00 percent (published) versus 19.59 percent (Section 15). Due to the
inclusion of various government subsidies, the ratio that PSTA actually published was total
operating funding per total operating expense for all modes.
The published figure for system total operating expense also differed from PSTA's Section 15
report. It was determined that the measured difference of $119,064 exactly matches the amount
of fare revenues retained by PSTA's contract provider. According to Section 15 reporting
guidelines, the expenses for purchased transportation services should include any retained fare
revenues. Therefore. the $119,064 should have been included in PSTA's system total operating
expense figure.
The published figure for revenue miles between Incidents also differed from PSTA's Section 15
data. After a series of computational combinations using different modal totals for incidents and
revenue miles, it was determined that the published figure of 39,151 revenue miles between .
incidents was calculated using a combination of incidents for directly-operated motorbus and
demand-response services while excluding purchased demand-response service. For purpose
of strict comparability with the PSTA's advertisement reporting format, however, the Section 15
column of Table 5 reports the number of revenue miles between incidents utilizing data for the
entire system as was implied by the published entries.
The difference between the average age of the fleet reported in the advertisement and that from
form 408 of the Section 15 report is approximately one year. While it is not clearly evident how
PSTA calculated the average ag'e to be 8.06 years instead of 7.03 years, it is possible that, since
15

the advertisement was published in 1994, the system used 1994 as a base year in calculating
the reported average age of the fleet. Utilizing 1994 instead of 1993 as a base year would resun
in an older fleet by the indicated difference.
In addition, the slight difference in the measures that utilized operating expense as the numerator
differed by slight amounts. It was deduced that this small difference, no worse than $0.27, was
due to the slightly lower figure published for total operating expense in the newspaper
advertisement.
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Table 5
Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority
Notice Published Pursuant to Florida Statute 341.071(3)
ltfDICATOR

~UBLISHm

S!CTION 15

DIFFERENCE

0
0

1S13 f>ERFORMAt~CE INDICATORS
Passs~er Trips

8.970,883

8,970,883

Revenoo Mile$

7,$<18,522

7,648,522

Roult! Mres

1,703

1,703

0

T«al Opetalil\9 Expense

$26,001 .~5

$2$,120,399

·$119,06-'

OperaUng Revenue

$25,65S,1S4

$5,117.491

$ 20,5$S,663

182

182

0

19.0 1

19.015

0

0

VehiCles

Opera~ In

Maximum Setvlee

19-93 HI'EC'!WENI::SS IJ\lASURES

Vehicle Mfles per Capita

Passenger Ttlps ~er Capita

20.S3

20.5~

Average Joile or Ft:eet (years)

8.08

7.03

Re•ttnue Miles Between Incidents

39,1S1

<G3,212

-.4,061

Revenue Miles Betoo.>een Roao'cails

2,893

2,89S

0
40.27

'·""

19!13 EFFICIENCY MEASURES
Opera~oy

Expense per Ca,eita

$59.52

$59.79

Operallng Expense per Pes&enger Trip

S2.90

S2.91

40.01

Operallng Ex_tense per Revenue Mi:e

$3.40

$3.42

.$().02

Operating RG\'cnve per Opcmijng Expense '

99.00%

t9.!i9%

79.41%

Revenue Miles per Total Vehicles

31,$$9

31,737

1~2

R.e·n:nw Hours 1)01' Ernpk>'Jct

1,032

1,258

·224

PMsenge~ Tr~s

19,060

2\.,088

-2,028

$0:50

$0.50

so

9,505,074

9,505,074

0

Re-lft'lue 1Wies

Q..4 52.52S

6A!:l,625

0

Roul9 Mile;

1,703

1,703

0

T<>!~ Operati'lg ExpMse

i22,7SS,331

$22,73$.331

so

Opera.tiog Revenll'G
Vohiclts Operated in Ma:ximum seMoet

$.23,557.743

$4,413,747

$19,143,998

133

""

0

Vehicle Miles per Cnp~V

18.04

16.04

0

Pautt~ger Trip; per Capi18l

2 t.76

21.76

0

AV«age AQe of Fl~

8.07

8.01

32.203

32,080 l

183

3,204

3 ,186 I

18

Opemtinp El¢9nse pet ~~~

$52.04

$52.04

$0

Operalf~ Expense per PaosEmgcr Tripl

$ 2.39

$2.39 .

so

Opeqling E)Cpe(l~ per Revenue Mile'

$3.62

$3.S2

$0

104.00%

19.41%

84.69%

33,961

3U61

0
.78

Passenger Trips pet Employee

20,224

1.083
24,045

A~98 F;~re

$0.43

$0.43

per Emlioveo

Average Fare
1992 PERr'ORIIIANCE INDICATORS

Pidsenger Trips2
1

1992 EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES

(Y4~r$)

Revcl'ille Miles. BetWeen lncitteots

RIJ\'eooe Mile$ Bet.veen

Rot~dtall$

....

1992 Ej:"FICl[NCY MEASURES

REJ~~enve

pe-t Operatl'lg EXpenae
Re\'Et'lue Mles pet T<>131 Velicles2

Operaling

RG\'enU8 Hoc.lr$ ()Or

~oyee-

....

..

-3.821

inclJdes data for direc'ltf·opera100 motorbus ¢t'lly
1

itle\lde:S d&ltl for all direc0j~era1ed service (moiOrbus J;nel ~mal'ld·f'OSPCinU)
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Table 6 compares the Section 15 data with data contained in an annual report published by
PSTA as an advertising insert. Interestingly, as was the case in FY 1992, most of this data
appears to have originated from a source other than PSTA's 1993 Section 15 report.
For example, the number of passenger trips (ridership) was reported in the insert to be
7,950,075, while Section 15 passenger trips (for directly-operated motorbus and demandresponse service and the contracted vanpool service) was reported as 8,970,883. This
difference may be due to the use of another data source, or to a different method of calculating
trips. Also, operating expense and operating revenue were reported as equal ($26,731 ,500) in
the insert. This is not the case according to the Section 15 report. The other substantial
differences shown in Table 6 are in revenue miles and number of employees, which differed by
1,009,522 miles and 45 FTEs, respectively.
More important, however, is the fact that PSTA's published data in the two advertising inserts
focused on in this and the previous report, again do not correspond to the data contained in the
Section 15 reports, or to each other. Inspection of Table 6 shows that different values were
published for each of the measures. It is surprising that any trans~ system would choose to
publish conflicting data for a second time, especially given the confusion that will surely result
among interested county residents.
Table 6
Pinellas Suncoast Transi t Authori ty
1993-1994 Annual Report- Published Advertising Insert
tNDICATOR

PU8USHED

SECTION 15

D«FFER£NCE

7.9~.07$

8J~70.88~

-1.020.80&

Revenue MJes

6,639,000

7,6<18,522

·1,009,52:2

Tct.ll Oper.,Mg EKpltll$8

$2$.731,500

!26,120,399

$611 ,10 1

Operall'ng Revenue

$26.731,500

$~. 11 7,4$1 1

$21,$1-4,009

Emp~<~yees

470

1993 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Passenger

18

Tr~

..

Tfan$it Coacl'le$

,

"'

••

OART Vans

28

30

·2

"'

..

LYNX (Orlando)

Table 7 shows the data from the 1993 published newspaper advertisement and corresponding
Section 15 data for LYNX in Orlando. LYNX reported ·on directly-operated motorbus, purchased
demand-response service, and purchased vanpool service, unless otherwise noted in the table.
The differences between the data are infrequent and they are comparable to the differences that
have been found to be common for other transit systems reported on thus far. The newspaper
advertisement appeared in the April 6, 1994, issue of The Orlando Sentinel.
Updates to the data that occurred after publication provides partial explanation for the differences
in some measures noted in the table. Specifically, revenue miles, which LYNX reported as
8, 775,335 in the newspaper, was changed In the Section 15 report to 9,086,630 in early
December 1994. While the updated figure for revenue miles helps explain the different values
for operating expense per revenue mile, revenue miles between incidents and roadcalls, and
revenue miles per total vehicles, it is evident in the case of the latter three measures that the
updated figure is not the only reason for the significant differences.
Like PSTA, it appears that LYNX added local, state, and federal subsidies to arrive at a figure
of $21,902,939 for operating revenue. According to data from the 1993 Section 15 report, total
operating revenue was $7,107,322. The different total for this indicator also affected the ratio
of operating revenue to operating expense. The table shows that LYNX reported this ratio to be
100 percent In the newspaper advertisement, while it was calculated as 32.45 percent using the
Section 15 total operating revenue.
It is evident that a similar population measure was utilized In the calculation of vehicle miles per
capita, passenger trips per capita, and operating expense per capita. These measures were
either slightly underreporled or slightly overreported. It was deduced that these meager
differences were the result of rounding differences.
The average age of the vehicle fleet was also found not to equal that calculated from form 408
of the Section 15 report. The newspaper advertisement reported an average age of 8.40 years
for the directly-operated motorbus fleet, while the Section 15 data for this measure showed an
average age of 7.87 years. It is unclear how the average age of 8.40 years was determined.
Finally, as with several other transit systems, revenue hours per employee and passenger trips
per employee differed slightly. In this case, both were overstated. Revenue hours per employee
was published as 1,733, yet, according to the number of revenue bours and FTEs from LYNX's
Section 15 report, the figure should have been 1,729. Likewise, the newspaper advertisement
reported 29,399 passenger trips per employee. However, when the published figure for
passenger trips (which corresponds with the Section 15 data for system total) was used along
with the number of FTEs from the Section 15 report, the result was 29,337 passenger trips per
employee. Therefore, although the differences are negligible, it is apparent that a different
number of FTEs was utilized in computing the published data for both of these measures.
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Specifically, manipulation of the published data indicates that 379 FTEs were used in the
denominator of this ratio, while LYNX's Section 15 report indicates a total of 379.8 FTEs.
Table 7
LYNX (Orlando)
IHDICATOR

PtiBLISHEO

SECnON f!l

DIFFER:E~CE

Pa sMnge-l' Ttip;

11,142,317

11,142.317

0

1\ewnue Mkls

8,775,3-35

9.(186,630

·3 11,295

Route MileS '

809,0

.,. 0

Total Opetaling Expense

$2 1,902,929

$21,902,939

0
..,0

Operat~g

$ 2t,902.9 l9

$7,107,322

$ 14,795.817

113.0

113.0

0

Vellele Mile$ per Capla

•.00

9.0$

.0.05

Passenger Trill'$ per <:aplta

10.00

9.58

0 .42

Aver~e Aot- ol Flett (years) '

8..C0

0.53

43,658

7.87
30,239

a.a19

8,109

2,710

$18..1,.2

S18.8Z

so

$1.96

$1.97

•$0,0 1

$2.50

$2.41

$0.09

Opera6np Revenue I* Operating Exi*!M

101).(10%

32.45%

67.55%

Revenue M1les per To~l Veil•des •

4 1,192

46,755

·5,583

1.733

'.729

4
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P FRFORMAt>~C£

INDIC A. TORS

Revenue

Vetlictes Operated in Maximum Seryice '
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EfHCTIVENESS W.EASURES

Revenue M~s 9erwun

lnc•~nl$

'

Re•ttt~ue Mles Betwetll Road:ans '

' 199)

HFICI~NCY

Opera~n9

MEA.SURt:S

E)Cptn$e per CaPU

Operat."t'lg Expe.nse per Passer.ger Ttip
Operating

13,419

Expens.e ~r Revenue Mile

A.t~nve ~1$

c:er Employee

Passen;tt Trips per Emp~yee

..

29,39'9

29.337

$0.46

$0.46

10,032,5 73

10,032.573

0

Atvenve Miles

7,77 1.59$

7,771,596

0

Rovts MileS'

574

074

0

Total Oper..~np ~pen&e

$ 17,257,762

$17,257.7$~

so

Of)Cfatinp Revenue

$17.2-57,762

$8,0 14.082

Venlctes Operated in MaxiiT!l.lm Service

ONP

10$'

.,.

Vehicle MJes per Cspita

9.00

12 .32

...J.32

Panen98r Tti;>s Ptl' Capii<J

10,00

13 .06

:ue

Average AQe oC f'leet (Yeat$)'

7.80

7. 43

0 .37

Revtnvt Mlles BerNHt'lltlclclents'

27,243

21. 243

Revtn~~t Milts Be~n Roadeatls'

11,433

11,43'3

Operattlg Expense per Cap! a

$1&.94

$22,48

0~"8tir'lg E:xpet~se per Pa~senger Ttlp

$1.12

$1.7 2

$2,22

$2.22

100.00"4

)485%

4$.$71

46.$71

0

Rt'Ycnus Hours per Empfoyee

1.732

1,731

1

Pas&enger Tfii)S f)G:t EmpiO'fee

30,402

30,374

2$

Avera~ Fere'

$0.43

$0.43

so

Ave,age Fate '

IS'?1 PfRi'ORMANCE INDICATORS
Passen~t

Trips

62

S1 1.243.680

11n HFE.CTIVENESS MEASURES

Revenve Mile

Operati"ng

ExPM~s.e

Ow.;~ting

Reven.-c per Opera~g

per

Expen~

R6'Yenue Mi:es per Tolal VehiCles'

' tneluc5es data for ~ect~l·~•a!ed molorbus only
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Palm Beach County Transportation Authority
The Palm Beach County Transportation Authority (CoTran) published FY 1993 data for directlyoperated motorbus service in its newspaper advertisement; CoTran did not publish, as required,
FY 1992 figures. Therefore, the published 1992 data in Table 8 were obtained from CoTran's
1991-1992 published advertisement. These data, along with the corresponding information from
CoTran's 1993 Section 15 report, are shown in Table 8. While much of the data that was
reported in the published advertisement was obtained directly from the Section 15 report, some
data were from the Florida Transit Management, Inc. (FTM), Report of Operations for 1993. In
all cases, data from the FTM Report of Operations utilized in conjunction with the Section 15
data resulted in different figures for some indicators and measures than solely from the use of
the Section 15 report. The newspaper advertisement appeared on February 27, 1994, in the

Palm Beach Post.
Instead of using the service area population figure of 775,335 indicated in the Section 15 report
form 001, CoTran used a 1993 Census figure of 916,370. It is assumed that this figure
represents the entire population for Palm Beach County. This difference affected three
measures: vehicle miles per capita, passenger trips per capita, and operating expense per
capita. The higher population figure used for the published data resulted In the underreporting
of these particular measures, as shown in Table 8.
The figure published in the newspaper advertisement for route miles was 3,323,1 09. An exactly
matching figure could not be located in CoTran's FY 1993 Section 15 report. According to
information sent along with the newspaper advertisement by CoTran, the source for this figure
was the FY 1993 FTM Report of Operations. It Is reasonable to assume that this figure actually
represents vehicle miles, since the Section 15 data reported motorbus vehicle miles as
3,290,462, which is relatively close to 3,323,109. Nevertheless, the system's Section 15 report
listed 457 .1 directional route miles. CoTran also used the published route miles (3,323,109)
instead of revenue miles when calculating revenue miles per total vehicles, thereby producing
a discrepancy in this measure as well. According to its Section 15 report, Cotran had 76 total
vehicles available for service.
The use of data from the FTM Report of Operations also caused a variation in average fare. For
average fare, farebox revenue from the FTM report was used in the computation instead of
passenger fare revenues from the Section 15 report, thus resulting In the measured difference
of $0.12.
Most of the data CoTran reported In the newspaper does seem to originate from its Section 15
report, however, there were miscalculations in the measures operating expense per passenger
trip and per revenue mile. Utilizing data from CoTran's advertisement to recalculate the
measures operating expense per passenger trip and operating expense per revenue mile, the
figures that should have been published are $3.36 and $3.24, respectively. The reason(s) for
these miscalculations could not be determined.
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The difference found in Table 8 for average age of the vehicle fleet may be the outcome of
rounding. CoTran published in its advertisement an average age of 7.00 years, while an average
age of 6 .63 years was calculated from form 408 of the Section 15 report. A rounding difference
may also have been the cause of the discrepancy shown for operating revenue per operating
expense, especially since the published operating revenue figure matched the Section 15 data
exactly and total operating expense differed from the Section 15 data by only $1 .00 (rounding).
CoTran published this operating ratio as 25.00 percent, when the Section 15 data show it to
actually be 24.78 percent.
Finally, the published figures for revenue hours per employee and passenger trips per employee
differed from the Section 15 data. In this case, both were underrepresented. Revenue hours
per employee was published as 1 ,090, yet, according to the number of revenue hours and FTEs
from CoTran's Section 15 report, the figure should have been 1,176. Likewise, the newspaper
advertisement reported 15,691 passenger trips per employee. After a series of computational
combinations. it was discovered that, in calculating these measures, CoTran used the figure for
actual number of employees as the denominator rather than the number of FTEs as required,
thereby explaining the differences in these measures.
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Table 8
Palm Beach County Transportation Authority
I:NDICATOR
19'13

PCR~O~MAtJCE

PUBLISHED

SECTION 15

DiFFERENCE

INOICAlORS

Pusenger Trips

2,714,615

2,714,615

0

Mile$

2,8 17,0i1

2,817.021

0

Rou18Mlaa
Total Opernlin; Expense

3,:!23,109

4$7.10

$9,118,026

S9,118,027

nla
-$1

Opetating R&\•enue

$2.259,333

S2,2S9,33S

so

VohicJcs Operated in Maximum Servico

57

57

0

MS

4.24

.....

Revcn~

1993 E:FFECTIVENI::SS 1/lCASUR(S

VehiCle Mies per capita
Ttrps J)er c ap.".a

P~seoger

-0.01

2.96

3.50

AV&IaQC ~t Of Fleet {Yea!$}

7.00

6.63

0.37

R.ewnue M!leg Between lneiden.ls

148,264

148,264

0

3,812

3,812

0

Opetalfng EXpense per Capita

$9.95

$ 11.78

-$1.&1

Opeta!lng Expense per Passenger Trip
Operal!ng EXpense per Revenue Mile

$2.54

$3.38

-$0.82

$2.38

S3.2<C

·S0.86

Operating Reverrue pet Operatilg Expense

25.01)%

2-4.78%

0.22o/~

Revenue Miles per T«a~ Vehlc»&

43,12S

31,(!66

6,659

Revenue Hours per Enll)loy(Nt

1,000

1,176

.ee

Passeng-er Trips per Emp~ee

15,691

16,913

· 1,222

Average fare

$(1,83

$0.51

$0.12

PopulatloJl

~6.970

775,335

12U3-5

Po1Uet~ge:

2,533,168

2.712.882

· 179,71~

Revenue Mi»s

2.~.552

2,845,5$2

0

Rotr.GMiiN

3,199,190

434.90

nla

Tol31Operating Elql@nse

$8-,4$8,0$7

$8,4$9.,(!67

$0

Oper811n.g Re-1enue

$2.a13,G4S

$2,313-,f$<;5

$0

••

••

-~

A.ev-enut MiiGJ>

Be~n

RoadcaB&

1993 EFFICIENCY MEASURES

1992 PERFORr&1ANC( INDICATORS

Trips

VehiCle$ Operated ln Maximum Setvlee

Passenger Trips per Cepla

2.82

Average Nde or Fleet {Yeat$}

e. 10

....
....

Revenue Miles Bet.Neen lnciden1S

125,978

125,976

0

Rew:r~ue Miles

~187

3,187

0

Opel'Siing Expense per Capla

$9.<118

$ 1().95

·SU9

OperM1ng Expense per Passenger Tlip

$2.<18
$ZAO

53.13

-$0.67

S3.2'

-$0.81

Operating Rewnue per Opere11ng Expense

27.00%

27.26%

-0.2$%

Rei!Snue Miles per Total Vehicles

4$,$39

38,240

13,699

Revenue Hours per Employee

1.129

1.129

0

Pas&engGr Tril)$ per Eml)(oyee

18,06)

17,203

· 1,140

Avera~

$0.69

$0.52

S0.17

19-92 EFrECTIVENESS MEASURES

Vehicl8 MiiC$ per C#plta

Between

3.57

Roe~ts

3.50

-0.52
.-o.6B
0.02

1992 EFFICIENCY f1lEASURES

Operating

~cn;c

Fare

per Revenue Mile
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Tallahassee Transit
Tallahassee Transit (TALTRAN) published data for fiscal years 1992 and 1993 in a newspaper
advertisement that appeared in the Tallahassee Democrat on September 8, 1994. Table 9
shows the data published by TALTRAN jointly with the data compiled from their FY 1993 Section
15 report. At the bottom of the published newspaper advertisement, TALTRAN indicated that
the data being reported depicted the "basic system only." To clarify the meaning of this
tenninology, a phone call was placed to TALTRAN and it was detennined that "basic system
· only" refers solely to TALTRAN's directly-operated motorbus service.
Most of the published data did not match the Section 15 data. There were, however, a few
measures that matched exactly. For example, route miles, average age of fleet, and total
operating expense were published exactly as they appeared in the Section 15 report. However,
operating revenue was underreported and operating expense per capita was overreported in the
newspaper advertisement. In the case of operating revenue. it appears that the difference of
$44,1 00 is due to TALTRAN inadvertently omitting non-transportation funds when calculating the
published value for this indicator, thus accounting for the difference of $44,100. Furthermore,
with regard to operating expense per capita, even though the value published for operating
expense matched the Section 15 figure exactly, it is not clear what data were used by TALTRAN
in the computation of this measure. Nonetheless, this difference may be due to an inconsistent
figure for service area population.
Interestingly, the figures for passenger trips and revenue miles published by TALTRAN in its
newspaper advertisement matched the figures that the system reported in ils preliminary Section
15 report precisely. However. these two measures were updated in a subsequent Section 15
report and changed as noted in the "Section 15" column of Table g_ The updated figures for
these indicators were not reflected in the newspaper advertisement by TALTRAN. As a result.
the measured differences in passenger trips per capita and operating expense per passenger
trip and per revenue mile are explained by TALTRAN's use of the preliminary, and not the
updated, figures for these indicators.
The figures for the measures revenue hours per employee and passenger trips per employee
published in the newspaper advertisement were also different than those calculated using FY
1993 Section 15 data. It is evident that the differences in the ridership and service level
indicators were not the only reasons for these discrepancies. It appears that in calculating the
published figures for these measures. TALTRAN used 127 employees as each ratio's
denominator instead of the 131.4 FTEs indicated ~s Section 15 report.
Finally, average fare was reported in the newspaper as $0.58. According to Section 15 data,
this measure was calculated to be $0.48 by dividing total passenger fare revenues (including the
special transit fares TALTRAN generated in its contracted service agreements with Florida State
University and Florida A&M University to provide free fare zones for students) by total passenger
trips. While ~is not evident how the $0.58 average fare was actually detennined, given that the
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published passenger trip figure is larger than that from the Section 15 report, it can only be

hypothesized that a significantly larger fare revenue figure from an alternative source was used
in the calculation.
, ·, •• • • ~A
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Tallahassee Transit
PUBUSHED

SECTION 15

DIFFERENCE

Pfl$senger T rl!;

3,994,225

3,629,310

3G4,i1S

Rcvooue lilies

1,495,965

1,485,825

10,140

Route Milt$

195.20

195.20

Total OperaW.g Expens.

$6,730..200

$5,730,200

OQera~g

$1,73).800

$1.777,900

42

41

1

VehiCle Miles per Capj!a

t 1.30

12.02

·0.72

Ps$$tl'lget Trips per Capita

30.26

27.49

2.76

A\leraga AQC Of Fleet (yt#T$)

11.20

11.20

0

Reve~We Mil!& Bet.veen InCidents

32.!21

32,301

220

Revenue

2,397

2.38t

16

$44.33

$43.40

$0.93

$1.43

$1.58

-$0.15

$3.83

S:U6

-$Q,0 3

30.00%

31.03%

.~ .03%

35,618

30,&55

4,6&3

931
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INDICATOR
1993 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Revenue

Vehicles Operated In Maximum SeMoe
1~'Jl

..
0

-$4~. 100

EFFECTIV(NESS MEASURES

Mi~&

Boh.vecn Roadcall$

1, 3 EFF!Cit::NC'i M!::ASU~t:S
OpcrO'Ii~

ElCr:ense per Ca.plta

OpenJtlng Expense per Passeng&r Ttip
Operating Expense per Revenue Milo
Opers~ng RG\'e~e

per Opetat:'ng EXpense

R~ue Mles per To!aJ Velicles
Rcw;a~ Hcurs

per

~loyee

...

Passenger Triil$ per Employee

31,-451

27,&20

3,831

A~~

$1.1.58

S0.'18

$0.10

3,673,-443

3,628,887

48,556

Revenue Mi'o;

1,4$9,4158

1,.079,458

10.000

RotAe MIIes

195.20

195.20

0

Total Operatl~ Expense
Operating Reveooe

$5,165.700

$5.158,7(10

$27,000

$ 1,847,800

$1.66&.200

-$2-1,400

Vehldes Optr<'led i1l M:uMwm ServiCe

41

41

0

11.50

12.20

-0.70

28..42

28.00

0.36

Avefage AQe Of Flee1 (yea11)

12.3

12.3

0

Revenue Mi:G$ 801\YeOn. Incidents

49_649

.C&,315

334

1,445

10

1992

Fate

~RfORMANCt

IN DICATORS

PassEflger Trip$

1992 EFFECTIVENESS r.'IE/ISURES

Veli.de Miles per
Pa$$Ctlget

Ro~nue

C;a~

Trips pet Capita

Miles Between Roadcalls

1992 EFFlCIE.NCY MEASURCS

Opcnling Expense per

Capi~

$45.89

$39.91

$$.~

Operating E)(pense per Pas.senger Trip

$U1

$1.42

-$0.01

o peratilg Expense per Rcwnue Mile:

$')...48

$3.49

.$0.0 \

Opcr:l\bg Revenue per Opera1inQ Elcpe1'4C

32.00%

32.36%

.0.36%

Revcmuc Mtes per T0!81Vehicles

35,328

30,822

.,.

28,169

766

$0.45

$0.12

Revenue Hon per Emp(cyee

.,.

Passenger Trips J)er Etnployee

28,925

Average Fare

$0.57

..,

5.506
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Regional Transit System (Gainesville)
After contacting Gainesville's Regional Transit System (RTS) numerous times to inquire about
obtaining a copy of its most recent published newspaper advertisement for inclusion in this
report. RTS indicated that it had not yet received the concurrence letter from the Federal Transit
Administration that concludes the validation process for their Section 15 data and, as a result,
had not yet complied with the perfonnance measure reporting requirement. Therefore, for each
measure included under the column labeled "Published," a DNP (did not publish) has been
indicated. In addition, as a direct result of this problem, it was necessary to obtain the data
under the column labeled "Published" for 1992 from the 1991-1992 newspaper advertisement
published by RTS since, as indicated above, the 1992-1993 advertisement was not available for
inclusion in this report.
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Table 10
Regional Transit System (Gainesville)
PUBUSHED

SECTtON 15

DIFFERENCE

,,.

Re'Yenue MJes

"""

2,370,197

DNP

1.-109,584

Rou.o.e Milts

DNP

266.90

Total 0pera1ir.g Expense

DNP
DNP
ONP

S.-3.212,7$3

INDICATOR
1991 PFRf'ORMANCE INDICATORS

P3$s.ctl9tf' T tiQS

Operating RtmlW
Vehicles Operaled in MaKimum Sei'W»

,

$1,«15,949

30

19'.13 HfF.CTIVl:Nl;SS M(ASURf:S

VehiCle Mile; per C$p'ta

Pusenger Trips per ~i!D
Average Age of Flte1 (yeftS)
Revenue Miles Between Incidents
Re-tenue Miles Bel\\-een Roaclcalls

ONP
DNP
DNP
ONP
ONP

.

7.74

,._

5.10

50.342
1,$57

1993 EFFICIF.NCY Mt:ASUR(S

ONP

$17.4$

Opera&lg Expense per f'a&$.Gflge.r Trip

ONP

$1.38

Operaring Expense per R8\'811Ue Ml e

ONP

$2,28

Opera~ Revenue per 0 Pttating Expense

"""

43.78%

Opetatllg Expense per

~ta

ONP

32,781

DNP
ONP
ONP

1.059

DNP
DNP
ONP
ONP
ONP
DNP

2,6SS,156

Vehide Mles P!f Capl!a

Pas&.en;er Tril:l~

R.tvettut Miles per Total VMicles

REWenue Hours pGt

Emp~ee

Pauenge1 Trips per EmP'C)'ee

Av«ape F.ate

3~.912

"''
"''
"'""'•
""'
nta
nta
nla
nla
nla

......
,,.

...""
"''
nla

$0.57

1~92 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Passenger Trips
Revenue Mle~

1,637.508

...
nla

$!.~.229

""

.,

$1 .~66.1 79

nfa

9.30

9.31

0

1-4.40

1•1;.410

0

3.9

3.9

0

ONP

29,773

1.284

1,718

""'....

ExpM&e per CapM

$21.10

$21.12

.$0.02

OW*Iing fxpeMe p&f' Pas&en~ Trt>

51.50

$1.47

$0.00

Oper8til'l9 Expense per Passenger Mle

52:.60

$0.47

S2.33

Op$11i~!) Revenue per Openttin~ Expense

105.00%

35.87%

70.13%

Revenue Miles pet Total Vellid.ICJS

30,324

30,324

0

Reven~ Hours

1,250

1,32<C

·14

Po:$Wlget Tr4:1s per Emp(oyc::c

30.2&9

32.007

·1.808

Avecsge Fare

$0.51

S0.51

so

Route Miles
Total ()flcra:in.g Expei\Se

Opera!lng Re•tenue
Vehlele9 Opera:eci in Maxim~o~m ~

2U.9

nla
nla

1992 EFFECTIVENESS PJ\EASURES

~,

Capla

Average PQe cf Fie<'!t

(y~rs)

Revenue Mlle:s B<ltNeen lncl:len:s
Revenue M!le& BeM<Oen

Ro~ee!IS

1992 HFICl!:NCY MEASURES
o~eratitlg

pet Empl¢'fee
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East Volusia Transportation Authority
In Table 11, data for East Volusia Transportation Authority (VOTRAN) are shown. For the mosl
part. the measures that were published in the newspaper advertisement were compiled from
VOTRAN's 1993 Section 15 report. In the advertisement, VOTRAN provided data for directlyoperated motorbus service. The published advertisement appeared in the Daytona Beach News
Journal on April 28, 1994.
With regard to the measure total operating expense, it appears that VOTRAN included
expenditures for purchased demand-response in addition to the expenditures for fixed-route
motorbus. Data for purchased demand-response were not included in any other measure in the
advertisement. However. using Section 15 data, when the total operating expense for directlyoperated and demand-response services were added together, the resulting summation
exceeded the published operating expense figure by $28,630. The origin of the figures used to
arrive at the published operating expense figure remains unclear. As a result, the published
measures for operating expense per capita, operating expense per passenger trip, and operating
expense per revenue mile were all subsequently overstated, but correct, given the figure
published as total operating expense.
Also, operating revenue was inflated since, similar to other transit systems, VOTRAN apparently
included local revenue plus federal and state subsidies in the indicator. This allowed operating
revenue to equal operating expense and, therefore, the ratio of operating revenue to operating
expense was reported as one (1) or 100 percent. As collected for the Performance Evaluation
Study, however, operating revenue does not include the local, federal, and state funding. As a
result, operating revenue should have equaled $1 ,343,283, and operating revenue per operating
expense should have been 33.96 percent.
Passenger trips per capita was published in the newspaper advertisement as 16.50. This
measure differed from the Section 15-calculated ratio by 0.04 passenger trips. After careful
review, it was determined that VOTRAN rounded this measure up to the nearest tenth of a point.
The published data for revenue miles per incident differed significantly from the figure calculated
using VOTRAN's Section 15 data. The difference was a conspicuous 74,556. It appears that,
given the fact that revenue miles matched exactly, a different number of incidents was utilized
in the calculation of this measure. Contained in a footnote at the bottom ofVOTRAN's published
advertisement is a note that states "FTA requires that an incident only be counted if injury occurs
or if property damage exceeds $1 ,000. In FY 1g93, only 5 incidents met this criteria." Indeed,
when the measure is calculated using the number of incidents as five instead of the four
indicated in VOTRAN's Section 15 report, the resulting value is identical to that reported in the
newspaper advertisement.
In addition, the measures that used number of employees as the denominator were overreported
slightly. The measure revenue hours per employee was overreported by one and passenger
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trips per employee was overreported by 35. Once again, it is evident that a different number of
FTEs were used in the calculation of the published data, given that the figures for total
passenger trips matched .exactly. According to FY 1993 Section 15 data, VOTRAN indicated
96.1 FTEs; however, manipulation of the published data indicates that VOTRAN utilized a
rounded employee fegure of 96.0 FTEs 'for the iwo employee productivity measures.
Finally, the discrepancy in revenue miles per total vehicles is due to the utilization of data from
different lines on form 406 of the Section 15 report. In this calculation. VOTRAN used the
number of vehicles operated in maximum service (34) Instead of the number of vehicles available
for maximum service (37), I.e., ·~ota l" vehicles. This exact reporting mistake was also made by
VOTRAN In the computations for the system's FY 1992 published advertisement. .
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East Volusia Transportation Authority
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Eseam bia County Area Transit
Escambia County Area Transit (ECAT) reported data for its directly-operated motorbus service
and purchased demand-response service separately. As required , data were published for FY
1992 and 1993. The 1993 indicators for the fixed-route motorbus service are presented in Table
12. Since the modes were reported separately, the purchased demand-response data were not
reviewed for this analysis. The advertisement appeared in the Pensacola News Journal on April

10, 1994.

The published data for the fixed-route motorbu s service were genera lly taken from ECAT's 1993
Section 15 report, and the differences between the two are relative ly minor. For instanc e, 245.0
route miles were published in the advertisement, while 244.70 miles are shown in the Section
15 report. It is apparent that the route miles were rounded up.
Also, ECAT reported passenger fare revenues for total operating revenue. The system did not
add in auxiliary transportation revenues or non-tra nsportation revenues, which are typically
included in operating revenue . As a result, the ratio of operating revenue per operating expense
was understated in the newspaper advertisement. ECAT also mtsreported this measure in the
same fashion in the FY 1992 advertisement.
Vehicle miles per capita, passen ger trips per capita, and operating expense per capita were all
underreported in the publish ed data. It is believed that a population figure other tha n the one
provided in the 1993 Section 15 report was used in these calculations. especia lly given that the
ridership figures matche d exactly. According to the Section 15 report, the service area
population was 225,00 0. Also affecting the difference in the operating expense per capita
measure is the fact that total operating expense was overreported by $122.665. Unfortunately,
a reason for this particular discrepancy could not be readily identified.
In addition , anothe r difference between the publish ed and Section 15 data involved the measures
revenue hours per employee and passenger trips per employee. Both of these measures were
underrepresented when compared to data from the Section 15 report. It Is evident from a
manipulation of the data, howeve r, that ECAT used actual employees (68.0) In the calculations
for the published measures as opposed to full-time equivalents (Sectio n 15 data showed 63.1
FTEs).
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Eseambia County Arel Transit
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Lee County Transit
In its newspaper advertisement, Lee County Transit (LeeTran) published data on directlyoperated motorbus service, aHhough the advertisement did not specifically Indicate for which
mode(s) the data were reported . As required, LeeTran provided data for fiscal years 1992 and
1993. The published FY 1993 data, for almost every measure, were taken directly from the
system's Section 15 report for the same year, as shown in Table 13. The published
advertisement appeared in the News-Press on May 24, 1994.
As shown In the table, the published number of passenge r trips was 1,748,494 and the Section
15 report figure was 1,748,g16; a difference of 422 passeng er trips. A reason for this slight
variation could not be discerned, although it is possible that a different source was utilized for
the published ridership figure. Nevertheless, the difference was so small that it did not affect the
ratio operating expense per passenger trip when rounding was taken into consideration. In
addition, the differences between several oth~r values were also negligible . For instance, 377.0
route miles were published in the advertisement. while 377.3 route miles were Indicated in the
Section 15 report II is apparent that the published figure for route miles was rounded down.
It is also evident that the number of FTEs used in calculating revenue hours per employee and
passeng er trips per employee for publication was slightly different from that Indicated in the
Section 15 report. These two measures were overreported by insignificant amounts: only one
hour for revenue hours per employee and 11 trips for passenger trips per employee.
Manipulation of the published data determined that LeeTran used 67.45 FTEs to calculate these
measures; the figure that was used from the Section 15 report was 67.50 FTEs. Therefore, the
difference can solely be attributed to the rounding of the measures' denominator values.
Lastly, the difference between the average age of the fleet reported in the advertisement and
that from form 408 of the Section 15 report is exactly one year. While it is not clearly evident
how LeeTran calculated the average age to be 8.42 years Instead of 7.42 years, it is possible
that, since the advertisement was published In 1994, the system used 1994 as a base year in
calculatin g the reported average age of tha fleet. Utilizing 1994 instead of 1993 as a base year
would result in an older fleet by exactly one year, thus explaining the difference. Interestingly,
in FY 1992, the difference between the published and the Section 15 report average fleet age
was exacUy one year as well. It is possible, then, that LeeTran utilized the incorrect base year
in this calculation once again In order to remain consistent with the previously-reported fleet age.
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Lee County Tranalt
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Sarasota County Area Transit
Sarasota County Area Transit (SCAT) USeD its $ection 15 reports from fiscal years 1989, 1990,
1991, 1992, and 1993 In reporting selected indicators in the newspaper. Only data from FY
1993 are shown in Table 14 since that is the focus year of this report. In its advertisem ent,
SCAT presented Information pertaining to Its directly-operated motorbus service, although the
advertisament did not specifically indic:>le for which mode(s) the data were reported .
Interestingly, SCAT published considerably more information In ~s newspaper advertisement than
is required by FOOT than any of the other systems reviewed in this report. The data appeared
in the Wednesday, May 18, 1994, edition of the Sarasota Herald-Tribune.
After the newspaper advertisement was published, SCAT updated its service area population
from 290,602, which actually represents Sarasota County's total population, to 230,157. The
population difference of 60,445 affected vehicle miles per capita, passenger trips per capita, and
operating expense per capita, all of which were underreported in the published data.
The average age of the fleet was stated as 12.50 years in the newspaper, an overestimation of
approximately 0.9 years when compared to the age calculated from the Section 15 data (11 .60
years). Unfortunately, it is not readily apparent how SCAT determined the published average
age. The use of 1994 as the base year for the calculation would have resuHed In an average
age of 12.60 years.
Similar to the case for service area population, SCAT provided an updated figure for the total
number of incidents (15) after the advertisement had been published (20 incidents were originally
reported in the Section 15 data). This change resulted in an Increase in revenue miles between
incidents from 52,801 to 70,401 miles. Therefore, while the figures for this measure are shown
to be significantly different in Table 14, the published value was actually correct at the time of
~s printing.
Additionally, the measure revenue miles per total vehicles was overstated in the advertisement
by 887 miles. Since published revenue miles match the Section 15 data, it is apparent that the
difference resulted from the total number of vehicles used in the computation. While the Section
15 data indicated 35 vehicles available for maximum service during FY 1993, it was determined
that 34 vehicles were used to calculate the advertised measure, although no reason for this
discrepancy was found.
Finally, the published revenue hours per employee and passenger trips per employee were
slightly smaller than the figures calculated for these measures directly from the most updated
Section 15 data. However, with revenue hours per employee being different by only one hour
and passenger trips per employee varying by seven trips, the disparities are small enough to
suspect rounding as the cause.
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Sarasota County Area Transit
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Lakeland Area Mass Trans it District
Lakeland Area Mass Transit District (LAMTD) directly operates motorbus and demand-re sponse
service, and contracts for vanpool service. l,r),it~ newspaper advertisem ent for FY 1993 (which
also included measures from FY 1992, as required), LAMTD Indicated that all indicators and
measures were compiled using data for all three modes. Therefore, in Table 15, the information
is representative of the entire system . II should be noted that LAMTD reported the measure
operating expense per passenger mile in the advertisement in place of the required operating
elCpense per revenue mile ratio. The newspaper advertisement was published In the June 6,
1994, issue of The Ledger.
Inspection ofTable 15 shows that, overall, the data reported by LAMTD in its advertisement were
taken directly from its Section 15 report. However, several measures did vary by slight amounts:
vehicle miles per capita, average age of the vehicle fleet, operating revenue per operating
elCpense, and passenger trips per e mployee. In the case of vehicle miles per capita, it appears
that LAMTO used a slightly different figure for vehicle miles from the one in its Section 15 report
to calculate the published ratio. This Is the most likely scenario given that the other two percapita measures were nearly identical to their Secti.o n 15 counterparts. The negligible difference
of $0.01 for the measure operating elCpense per capita can be attributed to rounding.
A reason for the difference in average vehicle fleet age could not be identified. Manipulatin g the
fleet age data for the various modes did not successfully reproduce the published figure of 5.40
years. Also, since an average age value of 4.40 was not anrived at either, it Is not probable that
LAMTD used 1994 as the based year In its calculation for the advertisement. Using the vehicle
inventory information on LAMTD's Section 15 form 408, the average fleet age for all modes was
found to be 5.18 years.
As was the case for operating expense per capita, it was determined that the 0.15 percent
difference in the measure operating revenue per operating elCpense was due to rounding.
Similarly, the small d ifference in the measure passenger trips per employee was found to have
. resulted from the utilization of a differently rounded number of FTEs in the ratio's denominator.
It is evident that LAMTD used 49.85 FTEs in its calculation of the published figure while a total
of 49.86 FTEs was used to generate the Section 15 value.
The two most significant differences occurred for the number of vehicles operated in maximum
service and the ratio revenue miles per total vehicles. The measured difference of five vehicles
for vehicles operated in maximum service Is attributable to LAMTD excluding its purchased
van pool service's five peak vehicles from the system total when calculating the published figure.
As for revenue miles per total vehicles, the number published (23,31 4) was underrepor ted by a
marked 9,992 revenue miles. According to Section 15 data, this figure should have been 33,306
revenue miles. Given the tact that the revenue mile figures matched' exactly, it Is evident that
the difference evolved from the measure's denominator: total vehicles. LAMTD used a total fleet
size of 50 vehicles in its computation, a figure that is supported by its Section 15 report form 408
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(revenue vehicle inventory). According to data from the system's Section 15 report form 406
(transit system service), the number of total fleet vehicles for all modes is 35. Specifically, the
discrepancy occurred for total motorbus vehicles which were reported as 21 available for
maximum service on form 406 and as 36 active vehicles in fleet on form 408. The reason for
this difference was not readily evident.
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Table 15
lakeland Area Mass Transit District
INOICATOR

SECT10N15

1''•l f'ERrORT>lANC£

INDICATOH~

PJssenger Trips

1,088,365

1,066,!85

0

Revenue Miles

1,165,721

1,165,721

0

Route Mllea

152

152

0

T01&1 Operatino Expense

$ 1,97!,043

St,$73,043

so

OP«allng Revenue

$411,308

$417,30$

Vehides Oper&1e<f In Maximum Slrvfct

21

2$

·S

.........

.....
........

..,...
0.22

l':oj3 EFFECTIVENt:SS li.C£ASUkloS

Vtllii:M: Mle6 per Capila
~

TJ\OS pet"-

••
0

- ........ oi-I(YQ<a)

5.40

R#tonue Miles Between kK:fdentt

1..5,71$

145.715

0

R.eYent.~e Mill$

4,857

4,857

0

Operallng Expense per capna

$ 11.9~

$17.94

·50.0 1

01)1f'a:ting Expense pet Passenger Trip
Operallng Expense per Pas&engtr Milt
Oper.rti~ R.e•tenue per OperaMglxpMM

$U5

$1.8·S

so

$0.38

so...

2-1.00%

Ravent~e Wes per

23\3H

.....

........,..

21,31l

21.381

19~l

Between Roadcailt

fFF lCIE'NC 11' MEASURES

Revenue tbJrs

l'Olai Vet'idls

c=e. Etqlfoyee

21.15%

••

·0.1&%
·8,812
0

S0.30

......

..•

PaJte!'Gtr Trips

93.9,853

13U53

0

Revenue Miles

1,075,263

1.075.,263

0

Route Miles

m

t S2

0

Total Operati~ Expense

$ 1,839,893

S1,83S,69S

$0

OperaUog R&tenue

$421,366

$721,186

·S2tU120

Vehk:les 0$:1etat~ in Maximutl"' Sotvlot

21

21

0

.........

.....

Pa~
A~

1?91

Trp, per EqioJte

fate

PE~fO'RTNd~CE

INDICATORS

19'91 EFrECTIVENfSS MfASIJR[S

v.tllcle ..... per C8<ila

-·~ ... Cooila

....
7.40

.....

0

-Agoolfleet-)

Revenue Miles Between lnciSW'I

3U<2

)$,142

0

A.4M!nue Miles Bei:Neen

2.ese

us•

0

o.n

Ro~aJt

,..,

1'J91 EffiCIENCY MEASURES

Operating Expense per C~ta
Operating: Expense per Psuenger Trip

$1&.12

$ 18,72

$0

$1.90

$ 1.97

40.0 1

Operating Expcns~ pot ~"~~'~'Itt MJ:o
Ope111ijhg RCYCI'IJC per Opttaling E)(penaa

S1.71

S0.>42

$ 1.29

22.00%

39.20%

.t7..20"

-... .........

3$,84:2

41,35$

·$,514

ReYenue Miles per Total Vellldlt
~

P&ssef9!' T(tas per Ell~
A\lti'1SO Fate

1,482

20AI&

......

1,482

SO.<($

........
0
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Manatee County Area Transit
Manatee County Area Transit (MCAT) directly operates fixed-route motorbus and demandresponse service. Altogether, MCAT published data for fiscal years 1991. 1992, and 1993;
however, the layou1 of the advertisement was relatively haphazard and extremely confusing.
MCAT's published FY 1993 data included individual indicators and measures for both directlyoperated motorbus and demand-response and, for certain measures. system totals were
provided without modal breakdowns. In order to provide precise and complete comparisons, the
data have been divided into three tables: Table 16 presents data for fixed-route motorbus, Table
17 includes data for demand-response service, and Table 18 illustrates those measures
reflecting system totals. The newspaper advertisement was published in the July 6, 1994, issue
of the Bradenton Herald.
As shown in Table 16, the motorbus data reported in the newspaper advertisement was taken
directly from MCAT's Section 15 report. One published indicator and two published measures
differed slightly from the Section 15 data: directional route miles, operating expense per revenue
mile, and average fare. It is apparent from the data that the negligible variances indicated for
these figures can be attributed to rounding. The $5.00 difference between the published
operating expense value and the Section 15 figure may also have been due to rounding or may
possibly have been a typographical error. Only the published operating revenue figure indicated
a significant difference when compared to the Section 15 data.
Interestingly, the variance of $46,239 for motorbus operating revenue is identical to the variance
shown for demand-response operating revenue in Table 17. This anomaly is due to the fact that
Section 15 form 203 does not provide sufficient modal distribution information concerning the
line-item fund categories. Apparently, MCAT's figures for special transit fares and nontransportation funds that are included in the system's motorbus operating revenue total also
include data for the demand-response mode. Since a modal breakdown is not available on form
203, $46,239 of demand-response operating revenue was inadvertently included with the
motorbus operating revenue. This shift in operating revenue, in turn, affected the operating
revenue per operating expense ratios for both modes.
The only other discrepancy indicated in Table 17 for the demand-response mode is for average
fare. A difference of $0.39 was found that can also be attributed to the problem involving shifted
operating revenues. It is evident that the passenger fare revenue figure used by MCAT to
calculate its published demand-response average fare value equalled the demand-response
mode's operating revenue figure. If the Section 15 report's operating revenue data could have
been properly distributed by mode, the measure for demand-response average fare would have
been correctly calculated as $3.66, thereby matching the published value.
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Table 16
Manatee County Area Transit
Data for Futed-RO!Jte Motorbus Ser.lice
INOJCATOR

PUBLISHED

SECnoH 15

Pa&Senger Trips

625,897

625,897

Revenue Mi'q;

533,69a

533,693

Route Miles
TOlal Ope1atrlg Ellpense

150.0

t45.8

$1,5~.t4Q

$1 ,666,9<1~

OperaU'Ig Revtnc.:e

S298. 175

$342.414

Hl9l PfRFORI'I\MKE INDICATORS

pe<-

Vdlide$ Operat!'d IQ Maximum Service
19'13 [FFICIFNCY fJIEASURCS

Oooom$ Expense

T. .

•

•

.....

$2.49

$2.49

0

•4.2

••

..$48,230
0

"'

19.00%

·=

Revenue Hout$ per Employee

1,15$

1,1$S

Ptuengcr Trips per EmpiO)•ee

21,14·5

21,145

0

Average Fare

$0.41

SOAO

$0.0 1

Passenger Trips

~3.169

643,189

0

Rev«~ue Mles

5e3,1-42

5-41,288

22,5$4

Acute Mile$

t50.00

123.70

Toter Opetatng Eicper!M

$1,$$1,4-t$

$
- M87,495

Op!ta~

Q23.ttt

1320,160

9

•

Operating Expense per Passenger T!lp

$2.59

$2.59

Operllil'l9 E)CJ)Ome per Revenue M;e
0Pt•e11ng Re;.•enuc per OportUno Expente

$3,08
19.00%

19.80%

..0,8%

Revenue Mile$ per Total Vehlclel

24,502

24.602

Revenue Hours per Emp".oyee

1,216

1,100

•

PiluongCf Trips per EmployM

2U.!O

22,889

Average Fare

$0.A2

$0.41

OC*IIIIil& Expense per ReYeMit ....
Opofatirg Re-o<eoue per OP!flWIIna b:p~Mt

21.99'%

-10.01

·2·""
0

1992 PFRFORMANCF. INDICA TORS

Revenute>

VenkSes Opets1e(t in MPi'Nm StMct
ICJ<;Z EJ-FIClloUCY t.tCASURES

'

$3.08

..
..

26.:10

·St-241

0

so

,.

0
So.01
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Table 17
Manatee County Area Transit
Data for Demand-Response Service
INDICATOR

PUBI.ISHEO

SECTION 15

DIFF!R1!.NCE.

0

19'Jo3 PERFOHMANCE INOJCATORS
P8:$UI'I9ef Tr~ s

118,126

118,12$

Revenue Miles

468,022

4U,022

0

Total Opetal'hg EXpense

$ 1,126.706

$1,128,706

so

Opetaling Revenue

$425,575

$379,338

$48.239

Vellide& Operated i1 Marioom SeNice

18

18

0

1991 HFICI[NCY MI:ASUR($

Opemin9 E:rpense p$t Passeng$f Trip

S9.70

$~.70

Opera~n!J

$2.41

$2.<11

so
so

Opera!iog ReverNe pet Opetat!ng Expense

38.00%

33.87%

4.33%

Average Fouc

$3.$$

$3.27

$0.39

Panenger Trip$

114.895

1 14,695

0

Revenue Miles

389,802

389,802

0

Expense per Revenue Mile

19"'.12 PfRF'ORMANCE ltlOICATORS

$1.0$0.245

$1,0 50,245

so

Operating Revenue

S36S,892

$335,063

S30,829

Veh iCle's: Operated In Maltln-...m ServiCe

IS

15

0

Ope1a1ing Elq)eMe Pt1 P8SUI'I9ef T rip

$9.18

$'9.16

0l'Graling Elrpense per Revenue Mile

$2.$9

$2.$9

so
so

Orxl•..,ting

35.00%

a t 90%

3. 1%

$3.19

$2.92

$0,27

ToUtl

Oper•U~

Ex.pen$e

19<.12 EFFICitNCY MEASURES

Rcv~ue ~~

Av«o»ge Fare

Ope•Jting Exper4e

Table 18, which includes data for motorbus and demand-response service combined, provides
further evidence that MCAT predominantly relied on ils Section 15 data to generate the figures
for its advertisement. Only two differences are evident and they are both relatively insignificant.
First. MCAT underreported vehicle miles per cap~a by .08 miles. Since the other two per-capita
measures that were published, passenger trips per cap~a and operating expense per cap~a. are
identical to the comparable Section 15 measures, it is expected that a slightly different value for
vehicle miles was used in the calculation rather than a different service area population estimate.
The variance is also small enough that rounding may have had an affect on the calculation,
although manipulation of the data could not confirm this possibility.
Second, and lastly. the figure published for average age was underreported by .04 years.
According to Section 15 system total data, this measure should have been 5.94 years, but was
reported as 5.90 years in MCAT's advertisement. It is believed thai this inconsequential
difference resulted from the rounding of the published value.
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Table 18

Manatee County Aru Transit
Data for System Total Service (Motorbus and Demand-Response)

·• · PuBusueo

INDICATOR
19~3

secnOH ts

DIFFERENCE

168,03-'3

0

•US

·0.01

:us

0

Pt RFORIM NCE INDICATORS

Garons Diesel futl Contumed

188..003

1993 ErFf.CTP/ENESS !!EASURES

Vell;cJe ...... por C.pll

....._T.......

~

....
<.1!1

S.90

s...

.OJ)<

S33,9D$

SS1,905

0

2.,912

2,912

0

Operating EXpento por ¢eplla

$ 12.0l

$12.03

$0

Revenue Mile$ l)fr Total Vehicles

27,073

27.073

0

-.~q~ "' Rev~

Rev«~ue Mles
l9~ J

(Joooo)

Ukt kwNI'I lineljentt

BetNMn Roa~l

EHIC!t-: NCY MfASU R(S

1,')2 P'(R fORMANC" INOICATORS

0
1~52

E'FfECT IVD<£S.S r.l.i ASURE:S

Vetlcle MileS C* ~
Pt;5engar Tr~ p.er Clpl!a

Avereae Age Of Fleet (yem)
Re·tenue M!ln Ottwetn lndl:lon1s
Reven~ Miles OeM'ton Roadcalls

....
....

4,77

0.00

3.62

0,07

8,55

·0.25

2'32.773

23:2,773

0

2.958

2.9~

0

3.5t

1'i92 EFFICIENCY U:EA5URF.S

$12..88

~

N.5D2

0
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Smyrna Transit System
The published indicators and corresponding Section 15 data for the Smyma Transit System
(STS) are reported in Table 19. As required, STS provided information on its directly-operated
motorbus system for fiscal years 1992 and 1993 in the published advertisement. The
advertisement appeared in The ObseNer on January 19, 1995.
The figure published in the newspaper advertisement for route miles was 65,260. According to
Section 15 data, STS's fleet of two motorbuses operate over only 55 directional route miles.
After close inspection of STS's FY 1993 Section 15 report, ~ was discovered that STS
inadvertently published the total number of motorbus vehicle miles (65,260) in place of the
correct figure for rou1e miles.
The largest discrepancy evident in the table involves operating revenue, which was published
as $199,578. According to Section 15 data. operating revenue should have equalled $13,331.
Unfortunately, the inclusion of other subsidies (STS only receives a federal subsidy of $246,064)
results in a total operating funding figure of $259,395, still significantly different than the
published value. It appears that since STS's total operating funding exceeded the system's total
operating expense of $199,578. STS chose to publish an operating revenue figure identical to
that for total operating expense in order to demonstrate 100 percent cost recovery. As a result
of this discrepancy, the published operating revenue per operating expense ratio also differed
significantly from that derived using Section 15 data.
The average age of the motorbus fleet was published as one year. This published figure for
average fleet age differed from the Section 15 report by 9.67 years. It was determined that this
difference was due to the replacement of STS's bus fleet during the 1993 fiscal year. The
vehicles were not received in time to be included in the FY 1993 Section 15 report; however,
STS did utilize them, as well as a base year of 1994, when calculating average fleet age for the
advertisement.
Furthermore, other conspicuous differences were found in the measures revenue miles between
roadcalls, revenue hours per employee, and passenger trips per employee. The overreporting
of revenue miles between roadcalls apparent.ly resuHed from the use of a different value for total
roadcalls, since the published revenue mile figure is identical to the Section 15 value. STS's
Section 15 data indicated a total of 10 roadcalls in FY 1993. Interestingly, STS's published value
of 6,526 miles for this measure suggests that a denominator of 9.7 roadcalls was used in the
computation. No reason(s) for this difference could be identified. In the case of the employee
productivity measures, it is evident that STS utilized total actual employees rather than full-time
equivalents (7.0 employees versus 4.2 FTEs) for the calculations. In add~ion, STS's
computation for the revenue hours per employee measure also relied upon vehicle hours instead
of revenue hours. Using actual employees in the denominator, this measure should have
equalled 574 hours. However, this value is still significantly different from the figure generated
using the appropriate Section 15 data.
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Finally, the fig ure reported in the newspaper advertisement for average fare was $0.49. This
measure was calculated by dividing passenger fare revenues by the number of passenger trips.
Total passenger fare revenue for directly-ope rated servloa was found on form 201 of the Section
'
I , l. t ..,
, t, •
'
15 report. Using this number and the total number of passenger trips for directly-operated
motorbus service, the average fare should have been $0.52. While it is not clear how the $0.49
average fare was actually.determined , It is believed that the passenger fare revenue figure used
to calculate this measure differed slightly from the figure contained in the Section 15 report.

'
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Table 19
Smyrna Transit System
INDICATOR

PUBUSHED

SECTION 15

DIFFERENCE

Popula!ion

17,231

17,2SI

0

PaSsenQer Trips

2$,8S9

25,859

0

R....-.ueMies

83,373

63,373

0

Roule Mile$

65,260.00

55.00

65,205,()()

TO'.at Operating Expense

$ 199,573

$199.578

so

Operslin3 Rever.ue

$ 199,578

$ 13.331

$186.247

Vehicl6s Operated i-1 Ma)(.iroom Setvice

2

2

0

~Cap~

3.80

3.79

0.01

~~

1.SO

1'19l PFRFORMANC£ INDICA TORS

1'1:13 EffECTI\'ENESS ME ASURES

Vehicle Mles

Passenger Trips

C3!)1U

1.50

0

1.00

10.67

.9.87

Revenue Miles Between Incidents

83,373

6U73

0

Revenue Milts B""""n Roadc::o~ll$

6,528

6,337

109

S l1.56

$ t 1.6!

so

$7.72

$1.72

Opcratf,g Expense per Revenue Mile

$3.15

$1.15

••so

Operati'lg Revenue per 01)era1iflg Expen"

IOOJ)O%

6.&8%

93.32%

31.687

31.687

0

Revenue Hours per Enl!IOyee

117

&56

·239

P$$Se~r

3.6V4

6.'57

·2,463

$0.49

$0.52

. $().00

17,084

17,084

0

Passenger Ttot:~$

22,767

22,787

0

Revenue Miles

55,428

55.42.$

0

RcVIe M te$

$$.723

55.00

nla

Tolal OperstlnQ Expense

S182,1S8

$18~ . 158

so

$182,158

$13,923

$166.,235

2

2

0

Vehiclt Miles per Capita

3.90

4.08

.Q.18

Passenger Trips per Capita

1.30

1.33

.Q.03

A\•erage AQe of Freel (years)

11.00

11,00

0

Rcvc~K~C

$$,428

5$.423

0

6,159

6,159

0

$10.66

$ 10.66

.....

se.oo

so
so
so

100,00%

7.64%

V2.36%

Revenue Miles oer Totat Vehitles

27,114

27.714

0

Revenue Hol.ll's pet Emp~eyee

US7

1,4SS

7.344

7.321

23

$0.61

$0.61

so

Average Age of F'cc1

(y~rs)

1g93 [ F'FICilNCY l\lloASUHl:.S

Oper.,:ing Expell.$6 per Caplla
Opera~i.'lg

Expense per

Revenue Mles

Passe~er

Trip

p~ T<>1M Vehicle$

Trips per EmplOyee

Av~r3oge Fare

19n PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
P~latiOn

Oper3ting

Rtvor.~Je

Vehicles Operated in Maximum Service
1?'l2 EFfECTIVENESS MEASURES

Mile$ 8otv.1:t~~n Incidents

Revenue Mile$ Between Roadca!ls
1'l'31 Er=FtCIENCY MEASURE$

Operating Elcpense per Capna

0Pff3ting

Ex~l\$0

pet P.sunger Trip

Operating Expense pe-r Revenue Mfe
O~•S1ing

Re-.oenue per OperJijng Expense

Pauenger Trips

Avetage Fare
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JX~r

Employee

$8.00

$3.21}

'

Pasco County Public Transportation Service
Pasco County Public Transportation Service (PPTS) .only provides demand-response service;
in 1990, fixed-route motorbus service was tliscontinued. Table 20 shows the FY 1993 figures
that were published in the local newspaper advertisement; PPTS did not publish, as required,
FY 1992 figures. It is clear that the data came from PPTS's 1993 Section 15 report. The
newspaper advertisement appeared in the Pasco Times on April 19, 1994. The data In Table
20 under the column labeled "Published" for 1992 were obtained from the 1991-1992
advertisement furnished to the public by PPTS. As mentioned, FY 1992 data was not provided
by PPTS in the local newspaper advertisement.
The largest difference evident in the table involves operating revenue. PPTS included its federal
subsidy as part of the operating revenue figure that was published as $255,618. Such funding
is not normally included in operating revenue and, in this case, operating revenue should have
been reported as $37,969. Due to the difference, the operating revenue per operating expense
ratio was also affected and was published as 100 percent instead of the 14.8 percent figure that
results from the use of the correct operating revenue value.
Additionally, the published average age of the vehicle fleet (three years) is one year older than
it should have been. It is obvious that Section 15 data were used in the calculation; therefore,
the discrepancy must lie in the method that was used by PPTS to detennine this measure. It
is believed that, as was the case for a number of other systems, 1994 (instead of 1993) was
utilized as the base year when the fleet's average age was computed.
For the revenue miles per total vehicles measure, it is evident that PPTS used the number of
vehicles operated in maximum service (five) in the calculation instead of the number of vehicles
available for maximum service, which should be utilized to represent "total" vehicles. With the
eight vehicles that were reported in the Section 15 data as available for maximum service, the
figure should have been 15,171 rather than 24,274.
Also, both of the measures revenue hours per employee and passenger trips per employee were
overreported in the advertisement by relatively small amounts. Manipulation of the data used
in these two measures helped detennine that PPTS utilized 8.3 FTEs in ijs computations, rather
than the 8.5 FTEs that were indicated in the system's Section 15 report. While this small
difference of 0.2 FTEs accounts for the variation in these two measures, a source for the revised
employee data could not be identified.
Finally, PPTS reported in its newspaper advertisement that it had "no reportable accidents."
However, according to its Section 15 data, PPTS reported four incidents. The reason for not
utilizing these four incidents to calculate this particular measure could not be determined.
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Table 20
Pasco County Public Transportation Service
INDICATOR

PVBLI$HED

SECTION 1$

DIFFERENCE

3$.878

3S.818

0

ReveNJe MilO$

121,370

121.370

Rou~e M les

""

nra

S25S.$18

SZS5,6 18

...so

0pe•ali11$J Revenue

$255,618

S37,969

$217,6A9

Vehicles Operaled in Maximum Service

s

s

0

Vehicle Miles per Capila

0.73

0.7!

0

P*$Mti9C't Trip; per C~IAI

0.18

0.18

0

Avtlltg4l Age of Fleet (years)

3.00

2.00

1

Revenue Mres Sttwett~ lneid"el'll.$

""

3-0,343

nla

15,171

1S,171

0

$1.31

$1.31

Operall'ng f)(peflse per Passenger Ttip

$7.12

S7.12

Opera~ng E)cpet'ls.e ~~

52.11

$2.11

WJJ, PERF-OFdM.NCE INOICATORS
P~$$C:r.ger

Total

Trip$

~~~ing

expense

0

1'193 EHfCTIV(NfSS MEASURES

Revenue M~es

B~tween

Aoadcal!s

1993 EFFICIENCY MEASURES
0~01Mg Ex~sc

per Ciipila
Revenvt Mile

....••

0pera6ng Revenve pe;r Operatilg Expens.e

100.00%

1~ . 80%

Revenue Miles per Total Veh•de&

24,274

15, 17t

•••

9.103

Rev·e nue Hours per

879

4.322

• •221

$ 1,06

-$ 1.06

..

~vJa~n

156.575

t 56.57S

0

Pusenger Ttips

28,607

28,607

0

Re11enue Miles

103,780

103,780

0

RQu:t Miles

nla

$189.82f

""

$1$9,821

"'so'

$ 189,82t

$30.318

$159.503

s

s

0

EmplOy~

Pa$&enger Tr\?& per Emp» vee
Average Fare
19'11 f'>fRFORII!ANCE INDICATOR S

TQI;II

0per;~~6ng Expen$~

Operellr,g Re'\•enue
Vtthielas

O~r;~~led in M;~lrimum

Selviee

85.20%

21

10 1

1991 EffECTIVENESS MEASURES

Veht:le M'le$ pet C81)118

0 .76

0 .76

0

Paa.senger Trips per Capita

0.18

0.18

0

Average Age of F:tel (ye.ars}

2 .00

1,00

lncldeflts

0

•

Revenue Miles Between
RQ'\'anue Milt$

lneic5en~

94~:-A~Hn RQ<Id~ll&

nra
14.826

34,593

llfa

14,$2G

0

1'.192 t:HIC1ENCV MtASURES

....

O,eraling Expoen;e per C~

$ 1.2 1

$ 1.2 1

Opert6ng E:w.pen;e per Pauenger Trip

$6.84

$6.64

Opereling Expense PH Re\-enue Mte

$1.83

$1.83

$0

10()00%

tU?f~

8-4.0 3%

Re\lenue Miles per Total venides

20,150

12,973

Revenue Hours Pfl EmplOyee

766

$08

.....

Operating Revenue
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·3

w

0Ptl'a~n~ Expense

7.783

Pnsenger Tnp& :lef Employee

3.668

U&G

.,

Average Fare

$1.06

$1.06

so

Key West Department of Transportation
Key West Department of Transportation (KWDOT), formerly known as the City of Key West Port
and Transit Authority, complied the motorbuS data that was published in the newspaper
advertisement from its FY 1992 and 1993 Section 15 reports. The advertisement appeared in

The Citizen on March 13, 1994.
Table 21, which reflects the FY 1993 data, shows that, for many of the indicators and measures,
the published data were rounded to whole numbers. In particular, the rounding of certain
indicators had a direct impact on the results of some of the effectiveness and efficiency
measures. For example, total operating expense was rounded up to $674,300 from $674,299,
passenger trips were rounded from 238,309 to 238,300, and operating revenue was rounded up
to $165,900 from $165,867 . These relatively insignificant changes caused measures such as
operating expense per passenger trip and operating revenue per operating expense to be
reported somewhat differently than if the rounding had not occurred.
In addtlion, three other published measures differed significantly from the Section 15 data. The
first measure, revenue miles between roadcalls, was overreported by 5,683 miles. It was
determined that a denominator of 16 roadcalls was utilized in this calculation despite the fact that
KWDOT's Section 15 report indicated a total of 33 road calls. A source for the 16 roadcalls could
not be identified. As for revenue hours per employee and passenger trips per employee, these
measures were overreported by 102 hours and 2,082 trips, respectively. Manipulation of the
data made it evident that a different number of FTEs (12) was used in the calculation of the
published data, instead of the 13.3 FTEs reported in the Section 15 data. It is surmised that this
alternative employment figure actually represents total actual employees rather than full-time
equivalents, although the data on the Section 15 report form 404 (transit system employees) did
not provide enough information with which to test this supposition.
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Table 21
Key West Department of Transportation
PUBLISHED

SECTION 15

Passenger Tfipa

238,300

238, 30~

Revenue Mites

176,400

175,446

INDICATOR

DIFFERENCE

19"93 PER J.Ofo!IMNCE INU!t:ATOHS

.·•.

Route M'les

27.00

27.60

·0.60

Total Operatiog Expense

-1674.3<10

$674,29'9

S1

Operating Re'w'eflue

$16$,900

$185,&$7

s»

VehiCles Operated in Maximum SeNiOe

4

'
....
,_,.

0

....

1991 EHFC:TIVt: NfSS MfASURf:S
Vel'lic~

Mile$ per Capi!a

Pauenge~

Trips

~ catlila

7.30

0.02
·O.O.C

Avera~ Age of fleeol (years)
Re'lef'lue Mies Be1Ween ln.eicfenl$

2. 00

1.91

0.0~

176.400

176.4<1$

Revenue Mles Between RoadeJII$

11,001)

$,317

.....

S20.7S

s2o.n

40.02

Opera6n51 Expenw per Pulenger Ttip

S2.82

S2.83

o.$0 .01

Opeta6ng Expense ~~ Revenue Mile

-46

1993 HHCI[NCV' M EASURES

0PCIG1ting

E:!lpc-.11~ ~~

C¥P'U

SU4

$3.84

so

0Deraling Reven"Ue per 0pel'al)ng Expense

25.00%

24.60%

0 .40%

Revenue Miles per Total VellideS

1$,000

15.950

Revenue Hours per Employee

1,046

944

"'

Pa~mu'lger Trip$ per

20,000

17,918

2.082

SO.S$

$0.$6

so

Pas.senger Trips

228,000

227,588

414

Revenue Miles

172,000

172,174

.174

Rou:e M:le;

27.00

27.60

·0.60

Total Operallng Expense

$672,000

$871,507

$4$~

Operating Revenue

sus.ooo

$153,906

·S8,905

VehiCles OS)eraled in Maxlmum Setviee

4

•

0

VehiCle Miles per Capna

5.50

5.40

0 ,10

pet Capita
Averaoe AQe of Freel (year&)
Re¥enoe Mtu Between ln::ictent$

7.10

7,0 1

0.08

10.00

10.44

·0.44

172,000

172,174

-174

Revenue Miles Belweetl Road~IIS

8,880

2,64t

4,231

S21.00

$2'0,$8

$0.32

$2.94

12.95

·$0.0 1

~ta1ing Expe1'4C pet Revtnvt Mle

U.t1

s u~

$0.01

Operating Revenue per Operati~ Expense

22.00~

22.92%

Re<vOrtJC Mi1c$ p(lt Total Vehie~

17.000

21.$20

Revenue HOI.I'$ per Employee

1,031

.,.

.,

Pnnnger 'Trips per ~CJ)'et

19,000

17,5D7

1,4193

A\'«$Q8 Fate

S0.-49

$0.49

so

E.ml)(oyee

A\'etage Fare

102

19'J2 t>t:Rj::OH:M.A.NCfo INOICA.rORS

' 1992 fHECTIVfNCSS MCASUR( S

Pa$s.C{lQet Trips

19')1 EFFICitNCY MEASURES
Operating Expet~sc Ptf ~pila

Opetating Expense
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pt( Passenger

,...,

·0.92~

-4,520

Space Coast Area Transit (Brevard County}
Space Coast Area Transit (SCAn directly operates motorbus and demand-response service, and
contracts for demand-response and vanpool service. Except where noted in Table 22, SCAT
reported FY 1993 system total Indicators In its published newspaper advertisement. As required,
the advertisement also includeifdata for FY '992. The advertisement appeared in the circular
Florida Today News on May 5, 1994.
The figure published in the newspaper advertisement for route miles was 418,370. According
to Section 15 data, the directly-operated motorbus service operates over 477 directional route
miles. After close inspection of SCAT's FY 1993 Section 15 report, it was discovered that SCAT
published motorbus revenue miles (418,370) in place of the correct figure for route miles.
Table 22 shows that total operating expense was overreported by $3,812. The difference in the
operating expense affected three measures: operating expense per cap~a. operating expense
per passenger trip, and operating expense per· revenue mile. The effects were insignificant,
however, with no more than a $0.22 difference in the worst case. It was determined from
SCAT's Section 15 data that this discrepancy equalled the system's operating expense
reconciling items (leases and rentals, depreciation) exactly. Nevertheless. these costs have
been excluded from total operating expense for purposes of performance evaluation and should
not have been included in the published figure.
In addition, the published system total operating revenue actually represented total operating
funding and included federal and state subsidies, as well as local funding. As indicated in the
newspaper advertisement, operating revenue was shown to be $4,205,210. According to Section
15 data, this figure should have been published as·$779, 167. As a result of this difference, the
comparison of the operating revenue per operating expense ratios also produced a significant
difference: 95.90 percent (published) versus 17.79 percent (Section 15}.
The number of vehicles operated in maximum service that was published also differed from the
Section 15-derived value. The difference of 11 vehicles represents the number of directlyoperated motorbus vehicles that are operated in maximum service. Since the same fleet of
vehicles is utilized by SCAT to provide Hs demand-response and motorbus service, some
confusion may have resulted as to which vehicles should have been reported in the published
figure.
Vehicle miles per capita was also slightly underreported. It is believed that this variation resulted
from the difference between the service area population figures shown In the table. However,
it is also possible that slightly different values for vehicle miles were used in the calculations.
Unfortunately, this could not be verified since an exact figure for the number of vehicle miles
used in the calculation of the published measure could not be accurately computed.
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As noted in Table 22, SCAT published revenue miles between incidents and revenue miles
between roadcalls for directly-operated motorbus service only. Based solely on Section 15 data,
the number of revenue miles between incidents for directly-operated motorbus should have
equaled 139,457, while revenue miles between roadcalls for the same mode should have been
27,891. In the newspaper advertisement, however, these two operating measures were
published as 81,959 and 26,354, respectively. It was detennined from the Section 15 data that
SCAT actually used directly-operated demand response and motorbus data to compute these
ratios despite the notation in its advertisement that indicated "bus only."
Also published in the advertisement was a value of 29,874 for the measure revenue miles per
total vehicles. According to Section 15 data, however, this figure should have been 24,966.
Manipulation of the data indicated that the reason for the discrepancy was that SCAT utilized its
published value for vehicles operated in maximum service (117) in the computation of this ratio
instead of the number of vehicles available for maximum service (140), which should be utilized
to represent "total" vehicles.
Both labor productivity measures, revenue hours per employee and passenger trips per
employee, were significantly overreported in SCAT's advertisement. From the published data,
it was determined that SCAT utilized 38.3 FTEs in its computations, rather than the 43.6 FTEs
that were indicated in the system's Section 15 report. While a source for the revised employee
data could not be identified, the variation of 5.3 FTEs was significant enough to produce the
differences noted in the table.
Finally, a slight difference in average fare was found. While a notation in its advertisement
indicates that the measure average fare included "bus and TO only," it appears that SCAT did
not really use these modes to calculate the published average fare value. Nevertheless, after
several computations using SCAT's Section 15 data, an average fare of $0.60 was finally
derived. This figure was derived using data for SCAT's directly-operated demand-response
service only. The use of this data only produced a figure closest to that published in the
newspaper advertisement ($0.59). Therefore, this figure was used in Table 22 for comparative
purposes: however, the modes that were included in the computation of this particular published
measure could not be readily identified.
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Table 22
Space Coast Area Transit (Brevard County)
I'NOICAT()I'(

SECTION 15

DIFFERENCE

' 427.000.

417,740

9,290

75'3,580

753,580

0

Revenue Miles

3,495,308

3,495,$08

0

Route Mi'.es

418,370,01}

477.00

nla

TQtoll Opet<1ting ExpenM

S4,SII3,367

$4,37~.5515

$3,812

Operstiog Revenue

$4,205,210

$779.161

$3,426,043

117

126

-11

VehiCle Mle& per Cilll)l!a

8. 20

9.21

- 1 .01

Passenger Trips per Capi'.a

1.80

uo

0

1993

PUBLISHED

PER~ORIIIANCE

INDICATORS

Popule.tkln
Pa.ssenger T~s

Vehicle$

Opq~d

r. Maxir'lwm Service

1993 EfFECTIVENESS MEASURES

Average Age cr fleet (years)

3,12

:.v4

0.18

Revenue Miles Between lnel:len.1S1

81,959

139,457

-57,498

Revenue Miles BeM.>een Ro&1calls'

28,354

27.89(

-1,$37

1993 HFICIEtJCV MF.ASURI:S

per ~ita
Operating Expense per Peaaet~ger Trip
Operating Expense per Rcvei'Kie MT.e

$1().26

$10.46

-$0.22

$5.82

$5.81

$0,01

$1.20

$1.25

40.00

Opetaling Revenue pe1 opetat7lg ecpens.e

96.90%

t7.79%

7$,11%

Re..renue Miles per Tots! Velllt::es

29,874

24,968

Revenue Hou1s per Employee

4,.239

3.724

P<ts5onger Trip$ per Emp!'oyoe

19,G7e

17,264

Average Fare

$0.59 t

$0.60

Populatbn

417.740

417,740

0

P&.$$en"~t

716,170

716,170

0

R~ueM:ics

3,670,297

3,870,297

0

Route Miles'
Toud Opcra'i1g Expense

400,2 10.00

4!12.00

399,758.00

$4,288,$24

$4,1$9,624

.u.ooo

Opets$ng Reveno:e

$3,t17U~S

$2.964,21$

$ 1,015.650

Vehic\ls Operated in Maximum Service

117

111

0

Vehicle Miles per Capita

e.oo

9.72

-0.92

Pa!l&enQ« Trips pet capita

1.?0

1.71

-o.01

3.42

2.87

0.55

33,955

57,173

·23,218

1$,159

13,340

1,$19

Opcra1ing £xl)eMe per capna

$10.21

$10.22

-$0.01

Ex~~onso

per Pa&W'Iget Trip

SS.9S

S5.96

-$0.01

POl' Revenue Mle

$1.16

S1.16

so

Operating Revenue per Operating Bcpense

93.30%

69.43%

23.87%

Revenue Miles per Total VGhi®s

3 1,370

26,790

4,580

Revenue Hour& por Enl!IO')'ee

,_..,

2.322.

1,962

Pa:s&erl9Cr T~s per EmplQV"

18,847

13,904)

4,943

Average Fare

$0.61 ,

$0.$2)

·S0.01

Opert~Ung ~nse

1992

PERi'OR~MNCE

~

...

4,908

2.3&2

•$0.01

INDICATORS

T f;:l!l

1992 EFFECTI\'ENESS MEI\SURES

Mf)tage Age ot Fleet (years)
Revenue M~'e& Sct.veen lncidel"'l:$1
Re\'enue Ml:u Between Roadcalls'
1992 r rnC'ENCY MEASURES

Operortin:g

~rating E~cMe

' ir.cludes motorbus &enrioe data only
• Includes motorb\1$ and dirc<:lly·ow aled demand-response service data only
• includes diectty-operatcd dema~~d-resp::lt'l$e s.ero.ice ~Ia oncy
4
lneludee purchased vanpool da1a <tnd ~~~ ditecUy··OpetllteCI MMoe
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Appendix A

Approved:

Effective: December 4, 1992
Responsible Office: Transit
Topic No. : 725-030-030- c

Ben G. ~latts, P.E .
secretary
PUBLIC '.t'RANSIT BLOC!\ GRANT PROGRAM

PURPOSE:
'ro clstai l the rlorida Depart men t of Trans portat i on fJub lic 'l'rar1S i -;"-.

Off ice's acilr.in i stration and management of th e State Pub lic
T1:ansit Bloc)( Gra11t Progra w; .

AUTHORI TY:
Secti on 341 . 052 , Flor i da St at utes
REFERENCES:

Chapter 341, Fl or i da Statutes ; Procedure 725-030- 025, Vehicle
Inventory Management; l'roce dure 725- 030-005, Service Devel opment
Program; Procedure 725-0 30- 003, Transit Corr i dor Program; Rule
Chapter 14 .73, Publ ic Transportation.
DEFINITIONS :
Community Transportation Coordinate!· - A transportation entity so
des i gnated by the Fl orida Transportation Disadvantaged
commission , a s provided for i n Chapter 427 Florida Stat utes and
Rule Chapter 41 - 2, to s e rve the t r ansportati on d i sadvantaged
population i n a designated service area .
Central Of f i ce - For the pur poses o f this procedure, the
Department of Transportation, Public Transit Office and/or staff.
Distr i ct Off i c e - For the purposes of this.. procedure, the
Department of Transportation, District publ ic transportation
off i ce andfor staff .
Eligible Transit Capit al Cost - Any costs that 1~ou ld be def i ned
a s capital cost s by the Federal Tr ansit Admini str ation.
Eligibl e Tran sit Operating Costs - The t ota l admini strative,
management, and operation costs directl y i ncident to the
provision of publ ic bus transit se r vi ces, excluding any
deprec i at i on or amortizati on of capital ass ets , and costs for
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7~5-030 - 0~0 · · ~:
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~,.

labor, 1,1ages a nd fringe benefits . Th i s means that any opera t~:,-:.:;
expense properly coded to expense objec t classes 503, 504, 505,
506 507 , 508, 509, 511, 512, or 530 in FTA's uniform System of
Accounts and Records and Report i ng (Section 15) system is an
eligible trans i t operating cost.

l-' ront End Fundinq - Funding disbursement method whereby a l oca).
grant recipient incurs eligible expenses t o which state block
grant funds are firs t applied and the required loca l share i s
appl i ed only aft e r state funds have been drm-m d01m.

...•ol.'nt Par tl'.c'p~tl'
;:~
on .,' gl·eeme n t

\. •.>.....·Pl!.
.. ,'

-

r." c o,n ~, rae··\". b e t \·1 ee n +-:·
..... J Q...

Depart ment c f 'l' rar.sportati on .:;nd a :local S:?onsor of a
·cranspor ·;;at5.o n project., d~f inin<:; e: p~: oj €!Ct. e~nd t he Depar'{.:-r.6:r\. · ::..
p artici ~ a t i o n (Form B0~-0 1 ).

Local G~· ·..:e;~nrnen t CC·!iior~heneiv c ~· :tiH1 ·
compli[.nce :.·!i.tb Che.pte 1; l •S3 F. ~: . on-:.
Departr;·:ent: D i.~ Commu~: i.t:~· !~ ffc.il"!~ .

.i..

clocurr.ent

Y~·..tl.;;·

Chaote1·

tc~n 6.
~ .J-:.•

to

!~/\:.:

~

..

by t .b-:-.

Local Hevenue Sources - T·h e sux.~ of r.-.oney r ece ived trom loca~.
government entities to e. s s is t in paying transit operatior1 (;:Ost s ,
5.nclud ing tux f unds , and revenue earned fror:-1 fare box receipts,
charter servi ce, · contract service, express service and nont ranspo~tat ion activ i ties .
:.oca l 'l"ax Revenue - Loca J.. tax revenues are t hos·e revenues Hh icr.

e.re rnadf= available f or operat i ng expenses c.nd are derived fr-orr,
::. ocal 'tr,,.:es, \·:heth Gl' ~hS: ··.:o:r.ss c~r e co l lected by the pu..::> l ic
transit prov ider directl~' o r not . specifically those revenues
9rope~ )<r' coded to revenue objeC'c. cla sses 408 and 409 in th~
Section 15 Report c:!:a local t .a:-: revenues .

:Public Transit - Th: cran sport ing o f people by conveyanc es c,::syste ms of conveyatices, trave li ng en land o:.~ v;ater , l oca l oY:

regional in nature, and avai l able for use by the public. Public
transit systems may be either government ovmed or privately
owned. Public transit specifically inc l udes those forms of
transportation commonly kn01m as "pa r atrans i t" characte ri:<:ed by
their nonschedu led, non-fixed route nature.
Public Transit Provider - A pub lic a gency providing public
transit service, includi ng rail authorities created in chapter
343 Florida Statutes.
Public Transit Service Development Project - A proj ect to test a
new or innovative technique or measure to improve or expand
public trans i t services as defined i n the Public Transit servi ce
Deve l opment Program Pr ocedure, 725-030-005.
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Section 15 Repor t - A report submitted t o the Federa l Trans i t
Administration in accor da nce ;;ith the uniform system of Accounts
and Reports prescribed by s ec tion 15 of the Federa l Transit Act.
This report is one bas i s for the a llocat i on of block grant funds
and t he uniform accounts t herein are used to validate t he lawfu l
use of funds.
"Section 9" Pr ov ider - A public transit provider eligible to
r ec eive funds from the Federa l 'l'ransit Admi nistration ' s s ection 9
program f or the purpose of providing public transportat i on in
thei r service a rea . sec tion 9 funds may be granted t o public
c:gencies in urban i zed areas of 50 ,000 population or. more , and so
designated by the U.s . Bur~au o:t-' the Census.

oecor,\eS eligi b l e to r. eceive

blocl~

Such an ag ency

gram: funds "hen the annual.

e:l.C!:mer.t of i t s 'I"ranspor t ?.tion Ir.-.proveynent Program cont ains a
!J:u'>~1·~ grant p t-oj ect.
1

' B~ct.ion

18'! Provide r -

F.n age ncy receiving iunds f r om the

f ederal Trans it Administrat ion's Section lS pr ogram f or the
purpose o f prov iding public t .ransportat ion out side an urban izeCt

area.

For the purposes of th is pr ocedur e , t he t e r m "Section 18"

Pt·c vider does not include cfny Comreun it:-{ Transportation

Coor d inators.
Suppl ant - To take the place of, to supersede. To use block
<;> rant prosrram funds i n ple.ce of local t ax rev enues made available
foJ: an elig i ble public transit pr.ovider for ope·rations in the
previous year . such use \·:auld r esu l t i n the bl ock grant a>~ard to
the public tra nsit operat or bei ng r educed by the amount of
supp lanted local funds .
Trar.sit Corridor Project - b. pro j ect to r·elieve congestion a nd
improve capac 1.~..y \·l ithi n a transportation corridor as define d i n
the Trans i t corridor Program Procedu·r e, 725-0J0- 003.

Transit Development Plan - A Transit Development Plan (TOP) is a
local ly adopted document, addressing a minimum five year time
frame. Preparation of t he TOP is the responsibi l ity o f the
publ i c transit provider, in cooperation with the appropriate
Hetropolit a n Planning Organizat i on . It is consistent with t he
appl i cable appr oved local government comprehensive plan and with
t he appropriate comprehensive (long range) tr ansportati on p l an
and supports t h e Transportation Improvement Program. :rhe TOP
includes an assessment of t he need for transit ser v i ces in the
loca l area, identifies the loca l trans it po l i cies, existing
servi ces and proposed service improvements, cap i tal and operating
costs of the proposed services, exist i ng and proposed sources of
funding and a staged implementation p l an . A TOP i s updated
annual l y.
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Transportation I mprove-m ent Program {T I P) - The resu l t o f a
continuing, cooperative and comprehens i ve plann i ng process wh i c;~
de l ineates transportation improvements recommended for federal
and state funding during the program per i od. The TIP is
submitted to the Department p er the r e quirements of Chapter 3 3 ~

F.S.

BACKGROUND:
The block grant program \..'as enacted by che Florida Legis lature to

provide z. ~.table £CU ):'Ce: cf. fur:din~· fc~~ publ ic trans it. Funds
·t o bG av:e.rded to thosB p\lblic tra r.::it prov ide rs eli g i b l e t o
:."eceive ~T: nditi<t ~ ro::: t he Fed~ra ). ~:rans:i"::: .~dministrat ion' s
SacY.ions

~;:

<.H1c'1 1<:.: prograniS a nd to <.:or<trr:'J nit.y 'I ·ra nsportatj.on

r_: c~rd irJ &\~ ct· s

..\ ., ........
.; 1 ·,·

?. l~e

..

( s ee definitl.ons).
'?:!e D-=paTtr.ient of 'l'ransporta tio n
~'-~!
..
n
··
~h""
l'una·s
~
~ ..
·~"''o·~
'-"
,,,·o ·v<o'e ~ s an<·
t '·
v::> ~
J..
o.. v
..
.. ...
;;o· c ~.t.
"
.~
~'

,•H
~ b·d-,.-,.
_ _... s ~
' · ' · J.
""""""'

w

,.

...

,.

-...

:oro\' i ders ·~·.:he arc noJ..: Co;~rr:uni ty 'I'ran sportation
Coor dinc.to;:s V l?. t!1 iS procedure . ·~n~ r l~r id.a Transportat ion
Disadvantco ed Co;rtt·. i~sj .on '.·li l1. di: :'l.·i bu.l:~ 1 5% of the funds to
Community ';'!~ CH1sportat iv:i coordir:a:.c.,:-- s f..C~ordir19 ~o the ir o;,·.:n
Sec~.:i.on iR

procedures.
'f·he blocl< grant f und s ma y b e usee f or Eligib l e capita l and
operat i ng costs of public transi t providers . Funds may a lso bG
used for t r ansit service dev elopr:.e:-n t and transit corridor
projects. Projec-:s shall be con£is~ent \·iith applicable approved
l ocal govern rr:ent compre hensive p l ans .
S t ate pa·rticipation is

o 50 ' of the no n f ederal ~hare o f cap i ta l projects . Up
·..-:lig ibl. s op~ rat i ng co-s -r. ::; can b e pa ici \·: i t h p r ogr c:n
•
t,t~~s
o~
~~-~ou
-(:",-1 ~'- o •'- h• •- •• c~~,
• • · ·•'-"
1
~ I
C:.
...
•n• t •-·u
~ . --;_
. ..,c,- -re\•enue 1 •xclud'na
•
•
•'
f\:.ore.box , charts.~! an<~ a dvertisi n0 :reve nue and federal fund::. 1
r e.::e i vecl rJy tne p:-ov i cier for opel: c-. 't i ng costs 1 \·: h i chever a!Tlou~-r. is
:•.ess.. Lo;;a l \:.~i): revenues mad e c.;·c,il able for o perating costs
:;)·.a ll not. :::.S: s upp la nted b y bl oc}~ r l·.::m-:. : unds .

} ini~ed t
·::.c 50 ~ o i

PROCEDURE:
(1)
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PROJECT DEVELOPMENT:
(a)

The Centra l Off i ce i s responsib l e for d i stribut i ng
tables allocat i ng funds to the Distr ict Offi ces and
e lig i b l e public transit pro viders each year. The
tab le s <dll be sent to the District Offices no more
than 45 ca l endar days a f ter the end of the leg i slative
session.

(b)

District Offices are responsible for programming those
funds according to v;ork program i nstructions. District
Offices are also responsible for informing eligible
public transit providers o f fi na l allocations no more
than 30 days after receipt of the a ll ocat ion tab les

.

.

' '.

...
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from the Central Office. The District Office shall
also make fi na l distribution of Block Grant funds t o
operating and/or capital projects in response to the
1-1ritten requests of the public tran sit providers. The
District Offices are responsible for preparing Joint
Participation Agreements (JPA) between the Department
and eligible providers for the identified operating
and/or capital projects .
(c)

,Taint Partici pation Agreement (JPA)
1.

The District Off i ce; shall obtain a t·lritten request
for a JPA from a public transit provider priot·

t{;,

the preparation of any JPA. ThE! request from t!1e
publ ic tt·ansi t pro\'.\.der sha~ l i nclude a statement
of intent to l;;Se funds wit:hin the limits of the

i.aH and shall state hoH funds \·! i ll bo;, divided
bet •1een e l ig i ble cap i ta l. and operating expenses,
and "hether any funds \oill be used in a public
transi t service development project or transit
corr idor project. It shall also provide the
current status of the public transit provider 's
Transit Development Plan Update. The request need
on l y contain enough deta il to complete a JPA and
required exhibi ts. A copy of the request shall be
for'tlarded to the centra l Office upon receipt. The
Central Office shall analyze t he· request to
subst antiate that blocX grant funds are not
e>:pected to 1) exceed the amount loca l ::-evenue
sources Hill provide to the system, 2) exceed
eligible transit operating costs, or 3) supplant
loca l tax revenues made available for operations .
The analysis shall be provided to th~ Dist rict
Office in \..'r it ing upon completion.

I£ the analys is reveals that a public transit
prov id er may not. be able to expend f unds "ithout
breaching the limits listed above, the Central
Office shall so advise the District Office no more
than ten days aft er the request is r eceived by the
Central Office, either in "riting or by t elephone .
The Distric t Office shall contact a l l such
providers prior to preparation of the JPA to
i nform the public transit provider of the finding
and to discuss the means by ;,;hich the public
transit provider intends to use the funds within
the limits of the law. !'or example, if the
Central Office analysis ind icate.s that the request
for operating .ass is tance appears: to be for more
A-5
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expense s,

the public transit provider may indicate that
there are service expa nsion p l ans which Hil l
ge nera t e th e necessary eligible expenses .
If the department and the provider agree t hat the
totRl block g rant cannot be expended, the prcvidet·
may agr ee to accept a b l oc ); grant of less tha n thG.
t ota l arr.ount . The f unds that exceed such l esser
a greed - upon a mount shall be redistri buted to other
eiS.g i b le prov i d ers by for mula on a statet·!i de

basis , in the subse<ruent bJ.oc)\ grant a lloca ti. o r:.
~'il O Di strict Of f ice sh~ l l prepare,
~e.l.e nda1· clcys o ;:· :: rc..g uest f rom an

with i ?l 30
el i gible: P'-'Dli. c

a ._: p_:._ be·cHee n the Departm.;.:r~·t. an :~-.
·.-: ne p'.lb l ::.c transit p ::-,···..·i de!· rece.i. \' in9 b l ock ~;ra nt
f unds.
r.n e >:tens io:~ "..:.o \:.his 3 0 6ays may be
granted by the Public. TTansit Of f i ce I'·1anager ;;.~

~ ran£.i t

p?~ovids!.',

the an?.l ys i s of 'the reque st indicates that
rec i p iGi·jt may not be ab le 1:0 us e the funds

th~
\-.~iY:hin

t he lini ts of t he la•..:, or cannot be completed
becaus e t he recip i e nt f ailed to supply the
Dcpartrr~ent

'•lith it s SBct i on 1 5 reports and most

c urrent bud get.

JPP.s sha 11 be exe cuted as

direct e6 i n Procedure No . 725-000- 005, Publ ic
Tra nsportat ion J oint Par t i c i pation Agreement .
·.: t·:.€: Di s~r :.c'C Cit i cs r.:::..y prepare ar:C:. e:xe:cute
separa te JPAs for oper at i ng grants and for cap i ta l
~;r ants .
Cap ita l gran t s rr.ay be d i v i d ed into as
1r~any sepa~ate project. JPAs as necessary and
desi rabl& . Wi1er e bloc~t grant funds are t o be ~seci

i n e lig ibl e serv i ce dev elopme nt pro j ects and/C·::t t·ansi~ corridor pr ojects , the use of t hese funds
i s governed by the department's Service
Deve l opment Program procedure, 7 25-030-005, and/or
t he Transit corridor Program procedure, 725 - 030003.
Front End Fund i ng (see defi niti on) may be used at
the discr et i on of t he Distr i ct Off ice, but is not
r e commended in c ases <~here the questions raised
by the Ce ntral Office in i ts ana l ysis (above) are
not ans11ered to the satisfaction of t he District
Office. Any block grant funds distributed to a n
e l i g i b l e provider \>h ich cannot be expended within
t he limi tat i on s of t he block g rant program shall
b e returned to the department within the year of
t he allocation. These f unds will be retained i n

. .··
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the district cost center, but the amounts will be
included in the subsequent state;;ide b l ock grant
formula allocation. Authority will then be
reissued for the deobligated funds, and the
District Office vlill use these funds to reach 100
percent of the Distric t's full block grant
allocat i on in the fiscal year subs!aquent t o the
year the funds were deob ligated .
4.

(

.. \
< '

Exhi bit "C" of the .JPA shall inc l ude, at a
min i mum, the l anguage i n Pr ocedure No . 725-000005 , Pub l).c Tral1sportation Joint r>art i cl.p<!ti on
Agreement.

Di s t rict Offices ,,;i l l vis i t each :r·e c i p i ent no J.ess than
once a y ear a 't. t he it- p lace of business . The purpose of

the visit v!i ll be to n\onitor the l:e cipient's compl ia nce
\-lit h prograr:. guidelines .

The visit "Jill be documented

in the project f i le using t he checklist f ound in
].l.ttachrnent
( ;-,. }

11

B11 of these procedures .

The Distr i ct Office s hall monitor the progress that the
public trans i t provider is making in preparing the
Transit De ve lopment Pl an a s requ ired by 341.071(1) F . S .
The District Otfice sha ll approve any se't. of

performance measures established by recipien t s wh i c h
i nc l udes the measures indicated i n Attachment "A" of
t hese procedures. Recipient s may pub l i sh additiona l
8easures, but all recip ients sha ll. be required t o
publish t ile core set of measures ind i cated by the
s ymbo l o.

(d)

Dis tr i ct Offices a r e responsible for collection of the
material required to deter mine eligibil i t y and
allocations (Section 15 rep9rts and updates or
r evisions, and current adopted budgets submi tted by the
first wor king day of March each year accor ding to the
terms of Exhib i t C of the JPA) and transmitta l of the
material to the Central Offi ce .

(e)

District Offices shall pr ocess al l invoices i n
accordance with the Invoice Processing Procedure , 350030-400 .
For operat i ng cost s, the f or mat desc r ibed in
Attachment "C" of these procedures Hill serve as the
necessary documentation for t he i nvoice. On l y if the
invo ic·e includes travel costs wil l additional
document ation of incurred costs be required. ~f travel
A-7
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costs are included, documentation as outlined in
P!"ocedure No. 300-000- 00 1, Travel, shall be submi tted.

Invoices f or capital expenses shal l. be supported by
documenta t ion of capital expenses as out l ined in the
JPA.
(::' )

In the event the public t r ansit provider cannot use i t5
entire b l ock grant a ll ocation ~Vi th in the l imits of the
la1·1, the Distr i ct Off i ce shall deob ligate the funds and.
noti f y the Cent1: al Off i ce of the amount of excess
funds . These f unds v::iJ.l b t ::-etained i n the district
o'·
Co ._.'-'

cente ..

4

.., 1

~~ u bseq u en t

;.-.tr··~
~
l,

+'-' n
'• e <=•.:
· ·m OU lli·'-•··
r ·.·
\ , -i

s t<; te\·lide ::.lock

ll

gr~n t

i ... ~

' "'""

:11...-.:
lc.o·.
.t "" "· Ui....,,_.

fcrmu l ~~

1' n
•

t i'
t:.•
· *~·

a l l ocat i o :~ .

J~uthorit ~· '.·.: i ll -chen be t· e i s£ue6 fo j_..
fun~~ , ~n6 the tJ~str~ c~ O f fic~ wi l l

t h (-: deot.l igat<·:.:~.
use t hes s fund ~ ~o
·· · ~~n
· . .1" 0 (• :-•· e '"-c en~
0~
-·
)··G
T'
~
c
~·
y·
l·c
~'e
~ u -1 ·'·· •:-l•cl
•• \..
J..
1,. • ._
._
J.
.1 .,..,
• gt·
• _ o~ .~. ·r
\
• ._.
..
... • •
a llo~a t ior-1 in t he f isca l .' 'ec::: sub""ecn.t~,...\
t o ~·.b<:: ..~y·' c.:._.:··
J.cc; ~

If

._, .._ . ~ ._ .,..

a udit revea l s tl1a t atl

a~l

·~

s ~.ig ible

pro\•ider expen6 e6

block grant fu n ds on unautho rized uses 1 the

p~ovide~

must r epay to the de pa r tment en amount equa l t o ths
fund s expended f or unauthor iz ed uses with in t he yea r o f
~he ~ l lo~at ion.

The ciepartben t shall redi stribut e such

repayirtents to ether eligible p roviders i n th e

subsequent a l loc at i or-. per t he process described in (f )

a bov e.

~ ;: ,

Upon P!'O jec~ clos ure, ~he D i~~ric~
reaci i:! y e.vailabl e , ct a rn in i rr.ur.: :

Off i L~

shall

ha v ~

1.

~· copy of the Sect i on
:,: ere alloca1:.ed;

2.

the public trans j. t provi d er ' s a.dop'C ed budget

~=-·

report f c:= t he yeaY funde
i o;~·

the year funds. ,;ere al l ocated;
3.

a copy of the relevant pages o f the TIP for the
year funds '"ere a ll oca t ed;

4.

al l Joint Participation Agreements and any
amendments for t he yea r funds v1ere al l ocated
together <> i t h the l etter from the recipient
requesting funds;

5.

a copy of the performance report for the year
funds Here allocated Hi th the aff i davit of
pub lication or an actual copy of the ne\._rspaper
p ublication;
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6.
. 7.

a copy of the Transit Development Plan prepared in
t he year funds <~ere a llocated;
documentation t hat procurements "ere approved as
required by the JPA ;

8.

a copy of each invoice presented for payment .

9.

documentation of the site v isit performed by the
Di strict Office;

1 0.

documentati on that the audit required by the
Single hu<i.it Act of 1984 for the year funds were
a l l ocated I·J as complet ed and forv1arded to the
Office of Chief Int ernal Aud itor in the Centre.:.
Offic~

per I'rocedure No . 45 0 - 021 - 00:t J

}~e.cip ient/ Subrecipient
!~ .

Single Aud it Procedt!re.;

the file may also contain additiona l
correspondence and informati on considered by th e
District Office to ))e i mportant tc "' comprehensive ·
unde rstanding of the projec t.

A-9
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'l'RJ\NSI'l' PERFORMANCE

~!El\SURES

The 1990 F'lor ida Legis l a t ure a mended 341. 041(3), "hich provide£
for the Department's tra ns i t responsibilit i es <lith respect to
state transit tr1easures , as fo lloHs:
Develop, publish , and administer state measur es concernin~
£y s tern management, pel~forrnance, productivity cost
distribution ana safety of government ovmed pub li c transit
systems anci. p :t· ivate l y o·,,.: ned or operH t ed systems financed
\·:hol l y or ;. ~·. p~rt by stet e f unding . Such measures sha ll h{.
c:~eve loped ~ t ~ :~t.l y \·l ith repre s en t at i v e s of a f fected p\.l.b l ic )~·
11

I

c·;·:n~ci tran s i·~:
"r~
- e•
."":'
- ... ·\ · ..8~ ·>...
.., \~
_

systens a:1:: i n coorci.:i.nctiuJ: wi t h

r• i >'
m •t
• • •J"I""''-"

r:aticn\4idc

· · ._.
e ~e
~ :
-~ .)
'- ·\
, ,.o;..

~. ndus t l·y

..... ...~~;.
l '_
._. . , •- u "

n·o::.- m~ .

~ ff ecteC:

c·• o~
• • s -•c·. e --t•
- a .._ on
,

",,,
_ ,~.
'.,
,.. =

~... . ~

':

:_Je r to:::-na.:; c;... r;,<;i.q.s·..n · C?. ;:~?r.:>or t i r.g t:f•.~. l"''..:\:...i.::.~
tran£ j:t. provide:.· i s c~ J l •:secti o n £: !' t r ar.s it: £.yst.ems U11::. ~~~, e c: L.:!
l S " ·;.::r~nsit system£". ~h~t a re net. OesiCJnateO. as commun ity
tran:.portat5.cn c oord i nators p·..n:· suan~ t~ chapter 427 F lor ic'' a
=ol- ;:.he-

p·.:rpv ~<·.

(The 'I'ra ns po!:"tati o r: Disadvant.a9e d Commiss i o:·,
responsible for t he program \·:ith re$pec t t o Communit y

S tatut e .

•rransportc.t i on Coordinators e. s per sectic·n

Florida Statute

(2)

:~ 41 .07 1

~as ~ l. so

3~1 . 052(5 } ,

o;;

i~

r .s .)

enacted requiring t i'!& fol l owing:

" Each publi c transit provider shal l establ -i sh productivity
and: perforr.-.£.ncc measureg, i·.'hic~ nust be approved b y the
.I .I.V. ..t>,.U r·-mo--. . o' ..
.. .I.; c ·· ....
;. .. s ~ ...... .. . ..·' .= vo- !le-c
· • -r .r
"'"
V.' ·
OO
I .. U,c:
.: ....
•l
(:l._."'
...-.;:
..,. J o l.o

,.., _.

developed p\:: rsua::t

o lo

l;.O :::.

I.J~

~.l.<;.;V \,··~

34 1 . 04 1 { ::} .

~

"-.I.

J ,•,

Each prov i der

shc..l l

annuc::l. l y -:.c 1:he Departn-,er.t relative tc tnE:se
n easures . I r: app~ov ing these r..easur es 1 the Departmen~ shal ::
9 :ive consiclei:at i o n to tr~u goa l s ano object i ves: o~ ee.c!-.
Ey ste:n 'th e needs of t 'r:e loca l are c. . c:n6 the !:'Ol e f o-:: publ .:.c·
transit i n the loca l area.'' ; and
:..~ eport

1

(3)

"Each public trans i t prov i der shall publish in the l oca l
newspaper of i ts area the productivity and performance
measures established f or the year and a report which
provides quantitative data re l at i ve t o the attainmen t of
establ ished productivity and perfornance measur es."

The establishment of produc t ivity and performance measures must
be accomplished by July 1 of each year. The Central Office wants
to assure that the performa nce measures reported by the pub l i c
trans i t providers i n the l oca l ne•;spaper and those used by the
Depart ment in i ts state'..,: ide repor1: are:
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1.

For the same time period,

2.

Use the same Section 15 report, and;

3.

Use the official population estimates of the Bureau of
Economic and Business Research of the Un iversity o f
Florida at Gainesville for population.

The transit provider's fisca l year ( i. e . October 1, through
September 30) just completed as 1·1ell as the prior year will serve

as the b1o year reporting period . The section 15 Repo rts for
this period \·lill s erve az the data source for the newspaper
report.

'l'he list of performance r:;easures developed for the Department o£
Transportat io n by the University of. South Florida i n cooperation

::ith th8 Florida 'l'ransit .r.. ssociati.on and Fl orida tra nsit system~
3 s attached. The Central Office has established a core set of
perfo rmance measures that romst be con ta i ned in every loca l
ne1;spaper report (the symbo l o identifies t hose measures i n the
list). The prov id er is required t o obtain the Department's
approval o f the report. The Di strict Office shall approve any
report conforming to these procedures .
The transit provider's annual report to the Department, as
required in Section 341.071(2), F . S., will be accompl ished ~;hen
t he trans it property provides both the .District· and Central
Offices Hith a copy of the loca l ne~1spaper report .
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Table A-1
Performance Review Indicators and Measures
PERFORMANCEIND~ATORS

P!Uf!nger Trip$
Passenger Mi!es

EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES

EFFICIENCY MEASURES

SeMc;e Supply
Vetlicfe Miles Per Capita

Cost Efficiency
Opera!ing Em Pet C!c!-a
Os>oralin9 Exp. Pe< Polk
OFJ!l!ting Exp. Ptr P•attnaer Trip
Operating Exp. Per P111enger Mile
Owating Exp. Per Btytnue Mile
Operating Exp. Per Revenue Hour
Maintenance Exp. Per Revenue Mile
Ma.int. Exp. Per Operating Exp.

Consumption
Passenaer TriO! Per Ctp!t

Stt'Vi~

Vehlde Miles

Passenger Trips Per Revenue Mile

Revenue Miles

Pusenger Trips Per Revenue Hour

VehiCle Hours
Revenue Hour'$
Rovte Mites

Qualtty of Service
Average Speed

Average Age of Fleet (in ylfrl)
Total Operating Expense
TOlal Opera!Wig Expense ( 19110 S)

TOI.II Molnlenonoe Expense
Expei\Se (1gao S)
TOUI TOUI Capital ExOper ating Revenue

Passenger Fare Revenves

Optf"ltlng Rados

NI,II'Tiber of lncXIents

Fatebox Reoovery

Tout Roodcolls
Revenue Milas Between lnci!2rtlts
Revenue Mile$ Betwetn R9fdrctlt

LOcal R...,.... P"' Opetoting Exp.
OpO!!t!lo -

" " Oor.

Exe.

Vehicle Utiliution

lwollobUity
TOUI local Revenue

v•-

Revenue Miles Per Route Milt

Vehicle Miles Per Peak Vehldl
Vehicle Hours Per ~lk Vehlcre
Revenue Miles Per Vehicle Mile

Rwenue M'les Per TOSti Vthicle!
Revenue Hours Per Totti Vehicles

Total Employees
Transportation Operating Employees

Maintenance Employees
Admii'Y$tratlve EIT!ployees

Labor Producdvlty
Revenue Hours Pet ETRiovt!
Revenue Hours Pet' Ope_r, Employee
Revenue Hours Per Maint. EfTII)IO)'ee

S~>ateRallo

Revenue Hours Per Admin. ~ee
VeHde Miles Pe< Moh. ~
Passenger Ttj)s Per E!!'J!!oys!

Total Gallons Cont\.lmed

Total Vehicles Pet Admtn. Emplo)-ee

Venic5e.s Avabble for Mu StMoe
Vehicles Operated m Mix. StMct

Toc.l VtiOcles Pe< M... ~ee

KilOwatt Houts of Propulsion Powtt
Energy UtUiution
Vehide Miles Per Gellon
Vehicle Miles Per Kllow·an Hour
Fo...

Av&rage Fare
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RECIPI ENT MONITORING SITE VISIT
Review all files pertaini ng t o t h e recipient. Become familia r
with the status o f each project, ;fund balances, audit exceptions ,
Transit Development Plans etc . Note any pr oblems that ha ve
arisen in the past.
Coordinat e required s i t ,; vis i t .

This r.1on i t oring vis it may be

coordinat ed Hi th v is its required under by o the17 Departmental

p<ocedures such

<.os

the transi'c s afety pl:ogram or· the triennial

re\· ia;.; conducted by FTP. staff .

recipient.

Tr~:

schedule the vis i t

i...•ith

the

t o a ccommodate loca l schedules as much as

pc·ss ible, but do!·t' t perm i t e >:cessi ve delay.
CH ECI~LI ST

Nhat i s t h e status of the TDP a t the t ime of the vi sit? H c ..
the 'l'DP been adopted by the policy board and been endorsed by th~
MPO?
~ -

O<·

2. Jo.re recommendations for service changes in the TOP being
adopted?

3. Has FTJ.., the audi to rs

O!."

the Office of the I ·nspector GeneraJ.

taken except ion to or disallm<ed any o f t he ·recipient's Section
~~

6.e.te: in the pas·.: !'

.._ _'"en "
\ . Q....

..

If s o \•Jha'C.

correct :~.ve

actions have been

•

4 . Revie\v the RFP or ot.her instructions 'i:.o auditors- r e tained tc.
perform the a udits required by .t he Sing l e Audit Act of 1 984.

Have the aud i tors been instntctecl t o speci:f i c ally tes t and
cer t ify that the l imitations of the bl ock grant program have been
adhered to?
5 . If the revievl of the recip ient 's files revealed any probl ems,
discuss each of those "pr oblems 1-1ith t he recipient. Hake
discussion notes as part o f t he pocume nt ation for the site visit .
6 . At the end of t he vis i t , ask t h e recip ient i f they have any
questions about or problems with DOT policies and procedures that
they need t o discuss f urther. If questions a rise that you are
unable to ans,~er immediately, make the commitment to fol lm< up
quickly.
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!'ORHAT
RECIPIENT LETTERHEAD
HlVOIC£

DATE

.,----·--Addresse d to Pu blic 'l' ransportaticn Hanager at appropr iate
Distric t Of fice

In accordance \·.' i t h Chapter
~ F . s. , the Jo int
,.t ' r1' oa ~ l.' on J',r,rreement anc\ any Supplerr.e nta l Agreeme nts
bet.11een ;:."le F'lor- ida Depart!'.lent of

p
...
- C·.o

· - -'

-

l..

•

date\1

,.,

c~..."• '

"'

... ·- ..-:.
( !)...
.. :':

F'DO'f Job Numbe::·

"havs i r.curl'" ed costs e ligible f c:.; ~-e itr~bu rsene nt under the::.
pub li c t ransit bl ock grant progr a m as folloHs:

t·!c

To-cal Expenses
~r!e l ig i ble Expenses :
T.ot~ l Elig ibl e Expenses:
l·l a>:imurr, DOT partic i p ation:
~c ~~ l State sha re cf e lig ible
P~evi ous ly bil l
~ .. .
J l'
.
.? ... J.- ng.

f"'.:." ...•. _. .;.. .

ed:

:-: c~rt.ify ~.hat t he aforesaic: l i si:!.n~~ is true and correct , an:::
t ho\: al l cf th e costs incl uded ars eJ.igib l e oper ating: costs :.c:~
.7- :l i gible publ ic bus transi t or lc-ca::_ public f ixecl-gu i d eway

projects, and tha t the aforesaid listi ng does not include coste
for labor, fr'i nge benef i ts, depr e ciati on or amor t iaation of
capi t al a s sets, and tha t the amounts billed do not exceed loca l
revenue, and that public t r ansit b l ock g rant funds have not been
used to supplant loca l tax r evenue s made avai lab l e for operations
i n the year immediately preceding this agreement, and that any
trave l costs i nc l uded a re documented in a ttachments to this
invo i ce, and that c osts included in aforesaid list i ng were
incurred during the term of the J oint Pa rti c ipat i on Ag r eement
d ated
and tha t where costs attribut a ble to
th ird party contracts or capital expenses have been b illed, t he
F l or i d a Departmen t of Transpor tation has issued wr i tten

concurrence a s outl i ned in Sections ! 2.10 and 15 of the J oint
Pa~ticipat ion
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Agreement on

l isting is true a nd cor rec t .

I certi fy tha t the Agency has
complied 1'i t h the provisions
of this agreement .

.l'. pproved

By /S/

I

certify that the aforesaid

(Agency Head or Auth. Rep. )

Tit l e
District Public Trans. i'1anag er

Date

Date

A-15
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Appendix B
April1995
WPI NO.
JOB NO.
CONTRACT NO. - - - - EXHIBIT "C"
(For State Block Grant Only}

This exhibit forms an integral part of that certain Joint Participation Agreement between
the State of Florida, Department of Transportation a n d - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

dated----------

REF: Chapter 341.052 F.S.
The Department shall provide block grant funds for eligible capital and operating costs of public
bus transit and local public fixed guideway projects. Eligibility of this Agency to receive grant
funding is provided in Sec. 341.052(1) F.S .. and Section 9 and 18 of the Federal Transit Act, 49
U.S.C. 5307 and 49 U.S.C. 5311 , respectively.
Eligible transit capital costs means any costs that would be defined as capital costs by
the Federal Transit Administration.
Eligible transit operating costs are the total administrative, management. and operation
costs directly incident to the provision of public bus transit services, exclud!pg any
depreciation or amortization of capital assets.
Block grant funds shall not exceed local revenue during the term of this agreement.
(Local revenue is defined as the sum of money received from local government entities
to assist in paying transit operation costs, including tax funds and revenue earned from
farebox receipts, charter service, contract service, express service and non-transportation
activities.)
Block grant funds shall not supplant local tax revenues made available for operations in the year
immediately preceding this agreement.
State participation in eligible public transit operating costs may not exceed fifty (50) percent of
such costs or an amount equal to the total revenue, excluding farebox, charter, and advertising
revenue and federal funds, received by the provider for operatin.g costs, whichever amount is
less.
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The Agency shall require the independent aud~or, retained to perfonn the audit as required by
the Single Audit Act of 1g84, to specifically test and certify that these limitations (.. .funds shall
not exceed local revenue ...funds shall not be expended for depreciation or amortization of capital
assets .. .funds shall not supplant local tax revenues made available for operations in the previous
year) of the block grant program as delineated in Chapter 341 .052 F.S., have been adhered to.
The Agency shall provide the Department with two (2) copies of its most current adopted budget
together with two (2) copies of the Section 15 report at the same time the Section 15 report is
submitted to the Federal Transit Administration or by March 1. whichever is earlier. Unless the
adopted budget uses a fonnat consistent with the Section 15 report, the copy provided to the
Department will indicate how the projections for total local revenue, local tax revenue made
available for operations, and depreciation and amortization costs, as they will appear in the
Section 15 report, can be identified.
The Agency shall publish in the local newspaper of its area, in the fonnat prescribed by the
Department, the productivity and performance measures established for the year. This report
shall be approved by the Department of Transportation prior to its publication. This report shall
be submitted to the Department no later than March 15 each year, and published either by May
1, or no later than twenty eight (28) calendar days of the Department's written approval of the
report. The Agency shall furnish an affidavit of publication to the Department within twenty eight
(28) calendar days of publication.
The Agency shall submit a Transit Development Plan to the Department by July 1 each year.
A TDP shall comply with the following elements at a minimum.
1.

The TDP shall identify and list community goals and policies with respect to
transportation and land use in general and specifically to transit service.

2.

The TDP shall identify and quantify the community's need for transit service using
demographic, socioeconomic, land use, transportation, and transit data as appropriate.
There shall be an opportunity for the public to express the need for transit service
improvements, such as but not limited to, C~izens Advisory Committees and workshops.

3.

The TDP shall include an analysis of the service currently provided in the community by
public and private transit service providers in tenns of quality and quantity of service.
The TDP shall present an analysis of any variation between the need identified and the
service provided and present alternative methods of addressing any deficiencies (and the
costs and benefits of each). The process for selecting an alternative fonn implementation
shall include an opportunity for public participation.

4.

The TDP shall present a five year program for implementing the alternative selected.
The five year program shall include: maps indicating areas served and the type and level
of service to be provided, a monitoring program to track performance measures, a fiVe
year financial plan listing operating and capital expenses and anticipated revenues by
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source, and, a list of projects or seNices for which funding has not been Identified. The
last three years of the program may be presented with less detail then the first two years.
5.

The TOP shall not be in conflict with the approved local government comprehensive plan
and the comprehensive (long range) transportation plan .

6.

The TOP is to be reviewed, revised as necessary, and adopted annually and submitted
to the Department by July 1 of each year. The annual review and revision may be limited
to refinements and extensions of the fiVe year program. Major updates, to be completed
every third year, shall include all elements of a TOP as defined herein.

Mark the required Safety submittal or provisions for this agreement if applicable.
Safety Requirements ·
_ _ Bus Transit System- In accordance with Florida Statute 341.061, and Rule Chapter 1490, Florida Administrative Code, the Agency shall submit, and the Department shall have
on file, an annual safety certification that the Agency has adopted and is complying with
its adopted System Safety Program Plan pursuant to Rule Chapter 14-90 and has
performed annual safety inspections of all buses operated.
_ _ Fixed Guideway System- (established) In accordance with Florida Statute 341.061, the
Agency shall submit, and the Department shall have on file, annual certification by the
Agency or compliance with its System Safety Program Plan, pursuant to Rule Chapter
14-55.
_ _ Fixed Guideway System - (new) In accordance with Florida Statute 341.061, the Agency
shall submit a certification attesting to the adoption of a System Safety Program Plan
pursuant to Rule Chapter 14-55. Prior to beginning passenger seNice operations, the
Agency shall submit a certification to the Department that the system is safe for
passenger service.
Other items may be added as required.
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